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Abstract: In this work, we complete the calculation of the soft part of the two-loop
integrated jet thrust distribution in e+e− annihilation. This jet mass observable is based
on the thrust cone jet algorithm, which involves a veto scale for out–of–jet radiation.
The previously uncomputed part of our result depends in a complicated way on the jet
cone size, r, and at intermediate stages of the calculation we actually encounter a new
class of multiple polylogarithms. We employ an extension of the coproduct calculus to
systematically exploit functional relations and represent our results concisely. In contrast
to the individual contributions, the sum of all global terms can be expressed in terms of
classical polylogarithms. Our explicit two-loop calculation enables us to clarify the small
r picture discussed in earlier work. In particular, we show that the resummation of the
logarithms of r that appear in the previously uncomputed part of the two-loop integrated jet
thrust distribution is inextricably linked to the resummation of the non-global logarithms.
Furthermore, we find that the logarithms of r which cannot be absorbed into the non-global
logarithms in the way advocated in earlier work have coefficients fixed by the two-loop cusp
anomalous dimension. We also show that in many cases one can straightforwardly predict
potentially large logarithmic contributions to the integrated jet thrust distribution at L
loops by making use of analogous contributions to the simpler integrated hemisphere soft
function.
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αFigure 1: The thrust cone jet algorithm used to define the τω observable enforces dijet kinematics
by imposing a veto on the out-of-jet radiation with total energy greater than ω. The cone size, r,
is defined to be tan2
(
α
2
)
.
1. Introduction
Jet physics has been of considerable importance since the early days of Quantum
Chromodynamics (QCD) and the advent of the Large Hadron Collider has led to a renewed
interest in the subject. The study of jet mass distributions has recently been a particularly
hot topic, as evidenced by the sheer number of noteworthy publications over the last few
years, in both QCD and soft-collinear effective theory (SCET) (see e.g. [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7,
8, 9, 10, 11, 12]). Another contribution of particular interest to us is the recent study [13]
of the two-loop jet mass distribution by some of us and others. In that work, a soft gluon
resummation study of a hadron collider-applicable jet algorithm is performed, without the
additional complications of initial state radiation and non-trivial color correlations. This
was accomplished by using an inclusive jet algorithm with a veto on the out-of-jet radiation
to study the resummation properties of an appropriate observable at, however, an e+e−
collider.
The jet algorithm employed in [13] is similar to the Sterman-Weinberg approach [14].
As depicted in Figure 1, jets are defined by two cones of size r with a common vertex at
the collision point and a common axis determined by the thrust axis in the event. The
radiation in the out-of-jet region is controlled by vetoing on events which have total out-
of-jet energy greater than ω, the veto scale. Using this thrust cone (TC) jet algorithm [15],
it is possible to define a more exclusive analog of the thrust event shape called the jet
thrust [16]. This observable is a dijet e+e− event shape by virtue of the fact that, in any
given event, the thrust cone jet algorithm ensures that exactly two jets are defined. The
jet thrust
τω =
M21 +M
2
2
Q2
Θ(ω − λ) (1.1)
is zero for events which fail the jet veto and the normalized sum of the squared jet masses,
M21 and M
2
2 , otherwise. Here, λ is the total energy of the out-of-jet radiation in the event
and Q is the center of mass energy. Without the Θ function this definition of jet thrust
reproduces the formula for hemisphere thrust, which in turn coincides with standard thrust
in the endpoint region. Many collider observables are defined in terms of particular limits
of jet mass and our expectation is that a detailed study of the resummation properties
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of the τω observable will shed light on an entire class of collider observables, of which jet
thrust is just one example.
By construction, the jet thrust distribution dσ/dτω has nice factorization properties in
the endpoint region and one can write down a factorization formula for it [16], completely
analogous to the factorization formula for thrust [17, 18, 19, 20],
1
σ0
dσ
dτω
= H
(
Q2, µ
) ∫
dkL dkR dM
2
L dM
2
R J(M
2
L −QkL, µ)J(M2R −QkR, µ)
×STC(kL, kR, ω, r, µ)δ
(
τω − M
2
L +M
2
R
Q2
)
, (1.2)
up to power corrections of the general form τ iω ln
j(r) and (ω/Q)i lnj(r), where i ≥ 1 and
j ≥ 0.1 The integration is over the soft momenta, kL and kR, and the squared jet masses,
M2L andM
2
R, for the left and right jets. The normalization is with respect to the total Born-
level cross section σ0 and the factorization scale is given by µ. Physically the factorization
formula indicates that the singular jet thrust distribution is a convolution of collinear
radiation, described by the jet function2, J(q2, µ), and soft radiation, described by the
soft function, STC(kL, kR, ω, r, µ). The virtual corrections, encoded in the hard function,
H(Q2, µ), normalize the distribution.
The main conceptual difference between the hemisphere soft function, Shemi(kL, kR, µ),
appearing in the factorization formula for hemisphere thrust3 and the thrust cone soft func-
tion, STC(kL, kR, ω, r, µ), is that there is no out-of-jet region to complicate the calculation
in the hemisphere case. A natural way to impose the jet veto is to define an auxiliary soft
function valid for fixed out-of-jet energy. One can then calculate STC(kL, kR, ω, r, µ) by
first computing the auxiliary soft function and then integrating λ from zero to ω at the
end. In fact, the authors of reference [13] employed the modified factorization formula
1
σ0
dσ
dτω
= H
(
Q2, µ
) ∫
dkL dkR dM
2
L dM
2
R J(M
2
L −QkL, µ)J(M2R −QkR, µ)
×
∫ ω
0
dλS(kL, kR, λ, r, µ)δ
(
τω − M
2
L +M
2
R
Q2
)
(1.3)
to set up their partial calculation of the soft contributions to the integrated jet thrust
distribution. In the limit r → 1 the thrust cone soft function approaches the hemisphere
soft function. Together with the known results for the hemisphere case, this provides us
with a useful cross check of our results.
1In the language of SCET, both τω and ω/Q are soft: τω ∼ ω/Q ∼ λ
2. Given the form of the power
corrections to the factorization theorem, we see that r should not be exponentially small relative to τω
and ω/Q. This condition will always be satisfied in practice and, as was noted in reference [13], one can
consistently interpolate between narrow and fat (even hemisphere) jets by varying r.
2We use the fully-inclusive jet function (see Appendix C for further details) because this is justified
in the endpoint region for measured jets [29]. Roughly speaking, the r dependence of the measured jet
function is expected to enter through finite-angle radiation which is power-suppressed in the collinear
approximation. However, it is worth pointing out that algorithm-dependent jet functions have r dependence
(see e.g. [29, 30, 31]) which shows up in terms non-singular in the event shape.
3In references [21] and [22] the computation of the O
(
α2s
)
hemisphere soft function is discussed in detail.
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Although the operator definition of S(kL, kR, λ, r, µ) (Eq. (2.5) of reference [13]) looks
very similar to the operator definition of Shemi(kL, kR, µ) used in reference [21] (Eq. (9)
of that work), S(kL, kR, λ, r, µ) is considerably more complicated due to the fact that it
depends on the additional scale λ and the jet size r. Actually, there is another technical
problem that makes the resummation properties of S(kL, kR, λ, r, µ) difficult to study. The
issue is that S(kL, kR, λ, r, µ) depends in a complicated way on singular distributions. It
turns out to be much easier in practice to calculate the O(α2s) soft contributions to the
integrated jet thrust distribution and only then attempt to study the result. Following [13],
we focus in this work on the calculation of the O (α2s) term in the perturbative expansion
of the integrated jet thrust soft function for the color structures which first appear at this
order in perturbation theory, CFnfTF and CACF . This is sensible because we expect the
potentially large logarithms in the C2F color structure to be controlled by the non-Abelian
exponentiation theorem [23, 24] and the two-loop hard and integrated jet functions have
already been calculated [25, 26, 27, 28] (see Appendix C for explicit formulae). Concretely,
we use the relations
H
(
Q2, µ
)
= 1 +O(αs) and J
(
q2, µ
)
= δ
(
q2
)
+O(αs) (1.4)
and obtain
K
(2)
TC(τω, ω, r, µ) ≡
∫ τω
0
dτ ′ω
1
σ0
dσ(2)
dτω
(
τ ′ω
) ∣∣∣∣
soft
=
(αs
4π
)2 ∫ τω
0
dτ ′ω
∫
dkL dkR
∫ ω
0
dλS(2)(kL, kR, λ, r, µ)δ
(
τ ′ω −
kL + kR
Q
)
. (1.5)
for the soft part of the two-loop integrated jet thrust distribution. In the first line of
Eq. (1.5), 1σ0
dσ(2)
dτω
(τω) is the two-loop part of the perturbative jet thrust distribution. In
what follows, we will often speak about the analogous L-loop construction. In such cases,
K
(L)
TC (τω, ω, r, µ) is understood to be the soft part of the L-loop integrated jet thrust dis-
tribution.
Proceeding in this fashion makes it clear why the resummation of the jet thrust ob-
servable is significantly more complicated than the resummation of ordinary thrust. In
the soft part of the integrated thrust distribution, one finds potentially large logarithms
of the form ln
(
µ
τQ
)
, all of which can be resummed in the framework of SCET. On the
other hand, in the soft part of the integrated jet thrust distribution, one finds potentially
large logarithms of the form ln
(
µ
τωQ
)
, ln
(
τωQ
2ω
)
, and ln(r).4 The µ-dependent logarithms
are controlled by the SCET factorization theorem for jet thrust, Eq. (1.3) above. How-
ever, it is not clear that the logarithms of the ratio τωQ2ω can be resummed analytically.
In fact, it has been known for more than a decade that such so-called non-global loga-
rithms are present in a large number of collider observables [32, 33, 34, 35]. Non-global
4It is worth pointing out that, actually, there is another issue which we do not address. As is well-
known, QCD has an intrinsic, dynamically-generated scale, ΛQCD, which gives rise to effects which cannot
be studied in QCD perturbation theory. In this work, we assume that the non-perturbative effects are
power suppressed under refactorization of the soft function. Further analysis of this assumption is beyond
the scope of the present paper but should be carried out in future work.
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logarithms typically arise from the presence of sharp boundaries between regions of phase
space with different characteristic energy scales and their study has been a topic of recent
interest [16, 21, 22, 36, 37, 38]. So far, using numerical methods, only the resummation of
the leading non-global logarithms has been performed [32, 39].
The complete O(α2s) soft non-global structure5 of the integrated τω distribution was
calculated in [13] and the non-global logarithms were identified analytically for generic r.
The paper presents the first complete analysis of non-global logarithms in the integrated
distribution of a jet mass observable defined using a realistic inclusive jet algorithm with a
jet veto on the out-of-jet radiation. Although this analysis is interesting in its own right,
the authors’ decision to neglect terms in the integrated distribution which depend only on
r or on no parameters at all in some cases inhibited their ability to arrive at definitive
conclusions. In this paper we pick up where [13] left off and, with the aim of clarifying
the structure of the potentially large logarithms of r, complete their calculation of the soft
contributions to the integrated τω distribution.
Unfortunately, while completing the calculation of [13] is in principle straightforward
given a thorough understanding of the original work, it requires modern techniques to write
the final result in a compact way in terms of known, linearly independent, transcendental
functions. We perform our analysis in terms of multiple polylogarithms [40, 41]. These
functions are iterated integrals of the type G(w1, . . . , wn;x) =
∫ x
0
dt
t−w1
G(w2, . . . , wn; t) and
may depend on multiple variables. The dependency on external variables enters both via
the integration boundary and via the integrating factors themselves. It is mostly for this
reason that multiple polylogarithms typically satisfy a large number of functional relations.
In fact, in all but the simplest cases, a systematic, computer algebra-based, treatment of
these functional identities is indispensable. The symbol calculus allows for algorithms [42],
which become particularly powerful in their coproduct-based extension [43, 44, 45]. The
power of the coproduct formalism has already been proven in many applications, in both
QCD andN = 4 super Yang-Mills theory [46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58, 59].
We employ a variant of the coproduct formalism to remove redundancies in analytical
expressions.
At intermediate stages of the calculation, new functions appear which are best de-
scribed by a slight generalization of the standard multiple polylogarithms usually discussed
in the literature. While, in the standard case, the integration measure is dt/(t−w) for some
complex parameter w, we also consider denominators of higher degree in the variable of
integration. In this work, we restrict ourselves to the univariate case, where the integration
measures are independent of further variables. A subset of such polylogarithms are the cy-
clotomic polylogarithms [60, 56], where the denominators are cyclotomic polynomials. In
our analysis, we also need other types of polynomials. However, we find that it is possible to
work entirely in terms of functions which have rational symbols. The generalized multiple
polylogarithms we consider have integration measures of the form dtf ′(t)/f(t) = d ln (f(t)),
where f(t) is an irreducible rational polynomial.
5The non-global structure of the integrated τω distribution is the complete set of terms which depend
on τωQ
2ω
and are not controlled by the SCET factorization theorem, Eq. (1.2). There are a large number of
such terms in the integrated τω distribution which vanish in the limits τωQ≫ 2ω and τωQ≪ 2ω.
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The modern techniques discussed above allow one to reveal structure in the results by
systematically eliminating redundancies. In particular, we observe that a number of branch
cut singularities cancel in a non-trivial way at various stages of the calculation. For the
global contributions to the integrated τω distribution, from each soft phase space region,
separately, we find that all generalized multiple polylogarithms drop out and that each
individual result can be expressed in terms of harmonic polylogarithms [61] alone. The
sum of all contributions is structurally even simpler and can be expressed in a compact
way in terms of classical polylogarithms.
An interesting universality property in the small r limit was observed in [13] from a
partial calculation of the integrated τω distribution. In a precise way, it was shown that
the non-global structure present in the integrated τω distribution can be very accurately
modeled using the integrated hemisphere soft function for small but realistic values of the
jet cone size. Although the authors of that work noted that it seems natural to modify the
definition of the non-global logarithms in the small r limit and consider potentially large
logarithms of the form ln
(
τωQ
2rω
)
, they were unable to provide more than circumstantial
evidence for this picture. The limiting factor, of course, was their systematic neglect of
terms independent of all dimensionful scales. It is not obvious, for example, that there
are not “dangling” logarithms of r that cannot be naturally absorbed into the non-global
logarithms, thus potentially spoiling the simple picture advocated in that work. It is
interesting to clarify the structure of the ln(r) terms that dominate in this limit and our
explicit two-loop calculation makes it straightforward to do so. In fact, we will show that,
although dangling ln(r) terms do appear in the full O (α2s) result, their presence might not
be an issue due to the fact that their coefficients are simply −Γ1, where, as usual ΓL−1
denotes the O (αLs ) term in the perturbative expansion of the cusp anomalous dimension.
Actually, we can learn a great deal about the ln(r) terms without doing any calcu-
lations beyond those necessary to understand the integrated thrust distribution defined
using the hemisphere jet algorithm. The most striking new example of this phenomenon
concerns the contributions to the integrated τω distribution from the region of phase space
where a maximal number of soft partons (equal to the loop order, L) are outside of all jets
(what we will call the all-out contributions). We will show that, to all orders in pertur-
bation theory, one can derive an exact relationship between the ln(r) terms in the all-out
contributions and the contributions to the integrated hemisphere soft function where a
maximal number of soft partons go into the same hemisphere (what we will call the pure
same-hemisphere contributions). Furthermore, as a by-product of our analysis, we prove
two relationships conjectured in [13] to all orders in perturbation theory: one between the
O (αLs ) contributions to the integrated τω distribution where L soft partons get clustered
into the same jet (what we will call the all-in contributions) and the pure same-hemisphere
contributions, and another between the in-out contributions to the integrated τω distribu-
tion and contributions to the integrated hemisphere soft function where nin soft partons
go into one hemisphere and nout soft partons go into the other.
This article is organized as follows. Section 2 revisits the calculation of the integrated
τω distribution performed in Section 3 and Appendix A of [13]. In several cases, we are able
to derive the desired results with no non-trivial calculation whatsoever by building on some
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of the ideas discussed in [13]. Whenever the opportunity presents itself, we generalize the
discussion to L loops. For the contributions that require non-trivial analysis, we describe
the sector decomposition [62] of the integrals over the event shape and out-of-jet energy
in some detail. In Section 3 we explain how the contributions obtained from the sector
decompositions are integrated in terms of multiple polylogarithms, and we define a new
class of multiple polylogarithms needed for the analysis. We explain in detail a variant of
the coproduct calculus which we use to systematically exploit functional relations between
multiple polylogarithms and project onto specific basis functions. Without significant loss
of continuity, readers less interested in the technical details of our calculation may safely
skip Sections 2.3 through 3.3. In Section 4, we present our final, simplified, result for the
soft part of the O (α2s) integrated τω distribution.
In Section 5, we study the small r limit of the soft part of the O (α2s) integrated
τω distribution from several points of view. We begin by straightforwardly taking the
small r limit for the individual contributions. This analysis makes it readily apparent
that, at O (α2s), the ln(r) terms in the all-out contributions can be derived from the all-in
contributions by simply making the replacements r → 1/r and τωQ→ 2ω. We then show
that this observed correspondence can be easily explained and generalized to all orders
in perturbation theory. Furthermore, we note that the observed correspondence extends
naturally to one between the ln(r) terms in the all-out contributions to the integrated
τω distribution and the pure same-hemisphere contributions to the integrated hemisphere
soft function. Next, we study the small r picture advocated in [13]. In previous work
it was suggested that there is a preferred way to take the small r limit of the integrated
distribution. We show that, in fact, working in the way suggested in reference [13] makes it
easy to see the structure of the potentially large logarithms of r. In the small r limit, we find
that the ln(r) terms can either be naturally absorbed into the non-global logarithms or are
ln2(r) times minus the O (α2s) term in the perturbative expansion of the cusp anomalous
dimension. In Section 6, we present our conclusions and outlook.
In Appendix A, we collect two lengthy contributions to the non-global part of the
integrated distribution which would have been inconvenient to define in the text where
they first appear. Appendix B contains our results for the contributions to the integrated
distribution from the individual soft phase space regions. Finally, in Appendix C, we collect
certain useful O (αs) and O
(
α2s
)
formulae for the convenience of the reader.
2. Derivation of the Soft Part of the O (α2s) Integrated τω Distribution
2.1 The General Structure of the Calculation
In this section, we briefly outline our calculation. For further details, we refer the
interested reader to reference [13]. In all, there are eight distinct contributions to the finite
part of the O (α2s) integrated distribution which must be considered. Let us begin with
the contributions where a single soft gluon crosses the final state cut. There are four such
single-parton contributions (see Figure 2):
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I II
Figure 2: Final state phase space configurations with a single soft parton. Panel I shows a single
soft gluon going into the right jet and panel II shows a single soft gluon going out of all jets.
I II
III IV
Figure 3: Final state phase space configurations containing two soft partons. Panel I shows two
soft gluons going into the right jet, panel II shows one soft gluon going into the right jet and another
going into the left jet, panel III shows one soft gluon going into the right jet and one soft gluon
going out of all jets, and, finally, panel IV shows two soft gluons going out of all jets. In the above,
it is in all cases possible to replace the two soft gluons with a soft quark-antiquark pair.
1. The in-jet charge renormalization contributions, where a single soft gluon goes into
a jet and the charge renormalization constant is expanded to O (αs).
2. The in-jet real-virtual contributions, where a single soft gluon radiated off the gluon
line in the one-loop vertex correction goes into a jet.
3. The out-of-jet charge renormalization contributions, where a single soft gluon goes
out of all jets and the charge renormalization constant is expanded to O (αs).
4. The out-of-jet real-virtual contributions, where a single soft gluon radiated off the
gluon line in the one-loop vertex correction goes out of all jets.
These contributions are all essentially trivial since, as explained in Section 2.2, they can
easily be derived from available all-orders-in-ǫ one-loop results.
The contributions with two soft partons in the final state are, for the most part,
significantly more complicated. Once again, there are four independent contributions to
deal with (see Figure 3):
1. The same-side in-in contributions, also referred to in this work as the O (α2s) all-in
contributions, where both soft partons go into the same jet.
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2. The opposite-side in-in contributions, where one soft parton goes into the n jet and
the other soft parton goes into the n¯ jet.
3. The in-out contributions, where one soft parton goes into a jet and the other soft
parton goes out of all jets.
4. The out-out contributions, also referred to in this work as the O (α2s) all-out contri-
butions, where both soft partons go out of all jets.
The O (α2s) all-in contributions, are special in that, as explained in Section 2.2.1, they
are precisely related to the pure same-hemisphere contributions to the integrated thrust
distribution. The opposite-side in-in, in-out, and O (α2s) all-out contributions require non-
trivial analysis and will be discussed in Sections 2.3, 2.4, and 2.5 respectively.
The goal of Section 2 is to set up and prepare explicit expressions for all required
contributions. The subsequent integrations in terms of multiple polylogarithms will be
discussed in Section 3.
2.2 Trivial Contributions
In this section, we discuss those contributions to the soft part of the O (α2s) integrated
τω distribution which can be derived from known results with no non-trivial calculation.
These contributions can either be exactly related to pieces of the integrated hemisphere
soft function or are easily obtained from known all-orders-in-ǫ one-loop results. In the
first, all-in, category, we have the O (α2s) real-real contributions where two soft partons
get clustered into the same jet, in-jet real-virtual interference contributions where a single
soft gluon gets clustered into a jet, and the in-jet charge renormalization contributions,
which are nothing but the O (αs) in-jet contributions multiplied by the O (αs) term in
the expansion of the charge renormalization constant. In the second, out-of-jet, category,
we have the out-of-jet real-virtual interference contributions where a single soft gluon goes
into the out-of-jet region and the out-of-jet charge renormalization contributions, which are
simply the O (αs) out-of-jet contributions multiplied by the O (αs) term in the expansion
of the charge renormalization constant.
2.2.1 All-In Contributions
In this section, we will show how to treat all of the trivial contributions in the all-
in category by first identifying and then exploiting an exact relation between the all-in
contributions at O (αLs ) and the pure same-hemisphere contributions to the integrated
thrust distribution at O (αLs ). Let us begin by determining the exact kL and kR dependence
of the pure right-hemisphere real-real part of the L-loop hemisphere soft function,
⇒
S
(L)
hemi(kL, kR, µ) =
(
µ2eγE
4π
)4−d
2
L
(−2πi)L
L∏
i=1
(∫
ddqi
(2π)d
δ
(
q2i
)
Θ
(
q+i
)
Θ
(
q−i
)
Θ(q−i − q+i )
)
×I(L)
(
q+i , q
−
i ,q
(i)
T
)
δ (kL) δ
(
kR −
L∑
i=1
q+i
)
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=(
µ2eγE
4π
)ǫL
(−πi)L
L∏
i=1
(∫
dq−i dq
+
i Θ
(
q+i
)
Θ
(
q−i
)
Θ(q−i − q+i )
)
×
L∏
i=1
(
1
2
∫
d|q(i)T |2
(2π)4−2ǫ
(
|q(i)T |2
)
−ǫ
δ
(
q−i q
+
i − |q(i)T |2
))∫
dΩǫ
×I(L)
(
q+i , q
−
i , |q(i)T |2,Ω
)
δ (kL) δ
(
kR −
L∑
i=1
q+i
)
, (2.1)
where dΩǫ represents the angular measure for the L(L− 1)/2 integrations over the angles
specifying the relative orientations of the q
(i)
T and, as usual, S
(L)
hemi(kL, kR, µ) is understood
to be the coefficient of
(
αs
4π
)L
in the perturbative expansion of Shemi(kL, kR, µ). The second
line of Eq. (2.1) makes it clear that we can use the δ
(
q2i
)
to do the integrals over the |q(i)T |2
and make the functional dependence on the light cone components of the qi manifest. We
have
⇒
S
(L)
hemi(kL, kR, µ) =
(
µ2eγE
4π
)ǫL
(−πi)L
L∏
i=1
(∫
dq−i dq
+
i Θ
(
q+i
)
Θ
(
q−i
)
Θ(q−i − q+i )
)
×
L∏
i=1
((
q−i q
+
i
)−ǫ
2(2π)4−2ǫ
)∫
dΩǫI
(L)
(
q+i , q
−
i ,Ω
)
δ (kL) δ
(
kR −
L∑
i=1
q+i
)
. (2.2)
At this stage, we can simply scale kR out of the remaining integrals by making the change
of variables
q+i = p
+
i kR and q
−
i = p
−
i kR . (2.3)
This will work because the exact q+i and q
−
i dependence of I
(L)
(
q+i , q
−
i ,Ω
)
is unimportant;
we are rescaling all of the light cone coordinates so all that matters is that I(L)
(
q+i , q
−
i ,Ω
)
has a fixed mass dimension. In fact, it is easy to see that
I(L)
(
q+i , q
−
i ,Ω
)
= k−2LR I
(L)
(
p+i , p
−
i ,Ω
)
(2.4)
by analyzing the SCET Feynman rules. Altogether, we find that
⇒
S
(L)
hemi(kL, kR, µ) =
(
µ2eγE
4π
)ǫL
(−πi)L
k1+2ǫLR
L∏
i=1
(∫
dp−i dp
+
i Θ
(
p+i
)
Θ
(
p−i
)
Θ(p−i − p+i )
)
×
L∏
i=1
((
p−i p
+
i
)−ǫ
2(2π)4−2ǫ
)∫
dΩǫI
(L)
(
p+i , p
−
i ,Ω
)
δ (kL) δ
(
1−
L∑
i=1
p+i
)
= k−1−2ǫLR δ (kL)µ
2ǫLg
(L)
hemi(ǫ) , (2.5)
where the function g
(L)
hemi(ǫ) is defined by the last equation. Of course, the n-n¯ symmetry
immediately implies that the pure left-hemisphere real-real part of the L-loop hemisphere
soft function can be obtained from Eq. (2.5) by exchanging kL and kR. Finally, for later
reference, we write down the pure O (αLs ) same-hemisphere contributions to the integrated
– 10 –
Figure 4: A hemisphere boundary can be mapped onto a cone boundary by choosing an appropriate
Lorentz boost.
thrust distribution. By symmetry, we have
⇒
K
(L)
hemi(τ, µ) +
⇐
K
(L)
hemi(τ, µ) = 2
∫ τ
0
dτ ′
∫
dkLdkR
(
k−1−2ǫLR δ (kL)µ
2ǫLg
(L)
hemi(ǫ)
)
×δ
(
τ ′ − kL + kR
Q
)
. (2.6)
Now, it is a simple consequence of the geometry depicted in Figure 1 that the plane
separating the two hemispheres used to define the hemisphere soft function can be mapped
by a Lorentz boost along the thrust axis onto one of the cones used to define the thrust cone
soft function (see Figure 4). To see this, consider the action of such a boost on spacetime
points which lie on the plane perpendicular to the thrust axis at the collision point6. In
other words, (
x0c
xthrc
)
=
(
cosh y − sinh y
− sinh y cosh y
)(
x0h
0
)
=
(
cosh y
− sinh y
)
x0h , (2.7)
for some y. The fact that this is possible is not particularly surprising given our setup and,
in fact, similar reasoning has been successfully applied in several other collider physics
studies (see e.g. [63, 64]). Fortunately, it turns out that the rapidity is a simple function
of the jet radius. From Figure 1 and the definition of rapidity, we see that
y = − ln
(
tan
(α
2
))
= ln
(
1√
r
)
. (2.8)
Together, Eqs. (2.7) and (2.8) determine a transformation of the light cone coordinates
such that
⇒
S
(L)
TC (k
′
L, k
′
R, ω, r, µ) =
⇒
S
(L)
hemi
(
kL(k
′
L, r), kR(k
′
R, r), µ
)
, (2.9)
where
⇒
S
(L)
TC (k
′
L, k
′
R, ω, r, µ) is the pure right-jet part of the L-loop thrust cone soft function.
Explicitly, we have
k′R = (cosh y − sinh y) kR = e−ykR and k′L = (cosh y + sinh y) kL = eykL , (2.10)
6This is exactly the coordinate system which is implicitly used to define both the hemisphere and thrust
cone jet algorithms and their associated soft functions.
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from which it follows that
kR(k
′
R, r) =
k′R√
r
and kL(k
′
L, r) =
√
rk′L . (2.11)
Plugging Eqs. (2.11) into Eq. (2.9) gives
⇒
S
(L)
TC (k
′
L, k
′
R, ω, r, µ) =
⇒
S
(L)
hemi
(√
rk′L,
k′R√
r
, µ
)
. (2.12)
Finally, we can derive an expression for the O (αLs ) all-in contributions to the integrated τω
distribution in terms of the O (αLs ) pure same-hemisphere contributions to the integrated
thrust distribution. From Eqs. (2.5), (2.6), and (2.12) we see that
K
all−in (L)
TC (τω, ω, r, µ) = 2
∫ τω
0
dτ ′ω
∫
dkLdkR
⇒
S
(L)
TC (kL, kR, ω, r, µ)δ
(
τ ′ω −
kL + kR
Q
)
= 2
∫ τω
0
dτ ′ω
∫
dkLdkR
((
kR√
r
)−1−2ǫL
δ(
√
rkL)µ
2ǫLg
(L)
hemi(ǫ)
)
δ
(
τ ′ω −
kL + kR
Q
)
= 2rǫL
∫ τω
0
dτ ′ω
∫
dk′LdkR
(
k−1−2ǫLR δ(k
′
L)µ
2ǫLg
(L)
hemi(ǫ)
)
δ
(
τ ′ω −
k′L + kR
Q
)
= rǫL
(
⇒
K
(L)
hemi(τω, µ) +
⇐
K
(L)
hemi(τω, µ)
)
. (2.13)
This analysis provides a simple explanation for the known rescaling properties7 of
I(1)
(
q+i , q
−
i ,Ω
)
and I(2)
(
q+i , q
−
i ,Ω
)
. Even better, it is now clear that the observed trend
will persist to all orders in perturbation theory.
For our present purposes, we will only need to make use of Eq. (2.13) for L = 1
and L = 2. In fact, for L = 1, Eq. (2.13) immediately implies that the in-in charge
renormalization contributions are given by
K inRenTC (τω, ω, r, µ) = −
β0
ǫ
(
⇒
K
(1)
hemi(τω, µ) +
⇐
K
(1)
hemi(τω, µ)
)
rǫ
= −2
(
11
3 CA − 43nfTF
)
rǫ
ǫ
∫ τω
0
dτ ′ω
∫
dkLdkR k
−1−2ǫ
R δ (kL)µ
2ǫg
(1)
hemi(ǫ)δ
(
τ ′ω −
kL + kR
Q
)
= −2
(
11
3 CA − 43nfTF
)
rǫ
ǫ
(
− 1
2ǫ
(
µ
τωQ
)2ǫ)( 4CF eγEǫ
ǫΓ(1− ǫ)
)
, (2.14)
where β0 =
11
3 CA − 43nfTF is the leading-order β-function and we have used Eq. (3.8) of
reference [13] (see also Eq. (A13) of reference [65]) in deriving the third line of Eq. (2.14).
In the same vein, for L = 2, Eq. (2.13) immediately implies that the real-real same-side
in-in contributions are given by
K
all−in (2)
TC (τω, ω, r, µ) =
(
⇒
K
(2)
hemi(τω, µ) +
⇐
K
(2)
hemi(τω, µ)
)
r2ǫ
7For L = 1 or 2, it was observed in reference [13] that I(L)
(
q+i , q
−
i ,Ω
)
maps to rLI(L)
(
q+i , q
−
i ,Ω
)
under
the rescaling q−i → q
−
i /r.
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= 2r2ǫ
∫ τω
0
dτ ′ω
∫
dkLdkR k
−1−4ǫ
R δ (kL)µ
4ǫg
(2)
hemi(ǫ)δ
(
τ ′ω −
kL + kR
Q
)
= 2r2ǫ
(−1)
4ǫ
(
µ
τωQ
)4ǫ [
CACF
(
4
ǫ3
+
22
3ǫ2
+
(
134
9
− 4π
2
3
)
1
ǫ
+
772
27
+
11π2
9
− 116ζ3
3
+ǫ
(
4784
81
+
67π2
27
− 137π
4
90
+
484ζ3
9
)
+O (ǫ2)
)
+CFnfTF
(
− 8
3ǫ2
− 40
9ǫ
− 152
27
− 4π
2
9
− ǫ
(
952
81
+
20π2
27
+
176ζ3
9
)
+O (ǫ2)
)]
, (2.15)
where we have used Eq. (3.16) of reference [13] in deriving the third line of Eq. (2.15).
At first sight, it is not obvious that Eq. (2.13) has any relevance to the in-jet real-virtual
contributions because it was obviously derived with the all-in O (αLs ) real-real contributions
in mind. However, after examining the line of reasoning that led to Eq. (2.13), it becomes
clear that the argument goes through with minor modifications for the all-in O (α2s) real-
virtual contributions, where a gluon is radiated off the gluon line in the one-loop virtual
correction. This time, we can write
K inR−VTC (τω, ω, r, µ) = −2 cos(πǫ)Γ2(ǫ)Γ2(1− ǫ)CA
(
⇒
K
(1)
hemi(τω, µ) +
⇐
K
(1)
hemi(τω, µ)
)
ǫ→2ǫ
r2ǫ
= −4r2ǫ cos(πǫ)Γ2(ǫ)Γ2(1− ǫ)CA
∫ τω
0
dτ ′ω
∫
dkLdkRk
−1−4ǫ
R δ (kL)µ
4ǫg
(1)
hemi(2ǫ)
×δ
(
τ ′ω −
kL + kR
Q
)
= −4r2ǫ cos(πǫ)Γ2(ǫ)Γ2(1− ǫ)CA
(
− 1
4ǫ
(
µ
τωQ
)4ǫ)( 4CF e2γEǫ
2ǫΓ(1− 2ǫ)
)
, (2.16)
where we have used a simple all-orders-in-ǫ relationship to derive the result (compare the
epsilon expansion of Eq. (20) in reference [21] to Eq. (B.3) below).
2.2.2 Out-Of-Jet Contributions
In this section, we will treat all of the trivial contributions in the out-of-jet category.
For both the out-of-jet charge renormalization and out-of-jet real-virtual interference con-
tributions, we proceed by recognizing that the first lines of Eqs. (2.14) and (2.16) have a
very distinctive structure. Both the in-jet charge renormalization and in-jet real-virtual
interference contributions are equal to the in-jet O (αs) integrated τω distribution times
prefactors independent of the final state phase space cuts. In fact, the out-of-jet charge
renormalization and out-of-jet real-virtual interference contributions have essentially the
same structure; all one needs to do is replace the in-jet O (αs) integrated τω distribution
with the out-of-jet O (αs) integrated τω distribution.
Of course, it is obvious that the out-of-jet charge renormalization contributions can be
treated in this way. We can immediately write
KoutRenTC (τω, ω, r, µ) = −
β0
ǫ
K
all−out (1)
TC (τω, ω, r, µ)
– 13 –
= −
(
11
3 CA − 43nfTF
)
ǫ
∫ τω
0
dτ ′ω
∫
dkLdkR
∫ ω
0
dλ
(
8CF e
γEǫµ2ǫ
(1− ǫ)ǫΓ(1− ǫ)(1 + r)
)(
1 + r
r
)ǫ
[
rǫ
(
ǫ 2F1
(
1− ǫ, 1 + ǫ, 2− ǫ; 1
1 + r
)
+ (ǫ− 1) (1 + r) 2F1
(
−ǫ, ǫ, 1− ǫ; 1
1 + r
))
−
(
ǫ r 2F1
(
1− ǫ, 1 + ǫ, 2− ǫ; r
1 + r
)
+ (ǫ− 1)(1 + r) 2F1
(
−ǫ, ǫ, 1− ǫ; r
1 + r
))]
(2λ)−1−2ǫδ (kL) δ(kR)δ
(
τ ′ω −
kL + kR
Q
)
= −
(
11
3 CA − 43nfTF
)
ǫ
(−1)
4ǫ
( µ
2ω
)2ǫ( 8CF eγEǫ
(1− ǫ)ǫΓ(1 − ǫ)(1 + r)
)(
1 + r
r
)ǫ
[
rǫ
(
ǫ 2F1
(
1− ǫ, 1 + ǫ, 2− ǫ; 1
1 + r
)
+ (ǫ− 1) (1 + r) 2F1
(
−ǫ, ǫ, 1− ǫ; 1
1 + r
))
−
(
ǫ r 2F1
(
1− ǫ, 1 + ǫ, 2− ǫ; r
1 + r
)
+ (ǫ− 1)(1 + r) 2F1
(
−ǫ, ǫ, 1− ǫ; r
1 + r
))]
, (2.17)
where we have used Eq. (3.9) of reference [13] in deriving the second line of Eq. (2.17).
In a similar fashion, we can derive an expression for the O (α2s) out-of-jet real-virtual
interference. We find
KoutR−VTC (τω, ω, r, µ) = −2 cos(πǫ)Γ2(ǫ)Γ2(1− ǫ)CAKall−out (1)TC (τω, ω, r, µ)ǫ→2ǫ
= −2 cos(πǫ)Γ2(ǫ)Γ2(1− ǫ)CA
(
− 1
8ǫ
( µ
2ω
)4ǫ)( 8CF e2γEǫµ4ǫ
(1− 2ǫ)2ǫΓ(1 − 2ǫ)(1 + r)
)(
1 + r
r
)2ǫ
[
r2ǫ
(
2ǫ 2F1
(
1− 2ǫ, 1 + 2ǫ, 2− 2ǫ; 1
1 + r
)
+ (2ǫ− 1) (1 + r) 2F1
(
−2ǫ, 2ǫ, 1 − 2ǫ; 1
1 + r
))
−
(
2ǫ r 2F1
(
1− 2ǫ, 1 + 2ǫ, 2− 2ǫ; r
1 + r
)
+ (2ǫ− 1)(1 + r) 2F1
(
−2ǫ, 2ǫ, 1 − 2ǫ; r
1 + r
))]
.
(2.18)
2.3 Opposite-Side In-In Contributions
In this section we discuss the calculation of the contributions to the integrated jet
thrust distribution where one soft parton gets clustered into the left jet and one soft
parton gets clustered into the right jet. The relevant part of the auxiliary soft function,
Sopp in−in(kL, kR, λ, r, µ), can be expressed as
Sopp in−in(kL, kR, λ, r, µ) =
µ4ǫ
(kLkR)1+2ǫ
δ(λ)
[
CACF fCA
(
kL
kR
, r
)
+ CFnfTF fnf
(
kL
kR
, r
)]
,
(2.19)
where fCA(z, r) and fnf (z, r) are functions with ǫ expansions that begin at O
(
ǫ0
)
. In
other words,
fCA(z, r) = f
(0)
CA
(z, r) + f
(1)
CA
(z, r) ǫ+ f
(2)
CA
(z, r) ǫ2 +O (ǫ3)
fnf (z, r) = f
(0)
nf
(z, r) + f (1)nf (z, r) ǫ+O
(
ǫ2
)
. (2.20)
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Let us now analyze the opposite-side in-in contributions to the integrated distribution,
Kopp in−inTC (τω, ω, r, µ) =
∫ τω
0
dτ ′ω
∫
dkLdkR
∫ ω
0
dλ
µ4ǫ
(kLkR)1+2ǫ
δ(λ)
×
[
CACF fCA
(
kL
kR
, r
)
+ CFnfTF fnf
(
kL
kR
, r
)]
δ
(
τ ′ω −
kL + kR
Q
)
=
∫ τωQ
0
dx
∫ x
0
dkL
µ4ǫ
(kL(x− kL))1+2ǫ
×
[
CACF fCA
(
kL
x− kL , r
)
+ CFnfTF fnf
(
kL
x− kL , r
)]
. (2.21)
To start, note that we can factorize the iterated integral by making the change of variables
kL = xy:
Kopp in−in(τω, ω, r, µ) =
∫ τωQ
0
dx
µ4ǫ
x1+4ǫ
∫ 1
0
dy
1
(y(1− y))1+2ǫ
×
[
CACF fCA
(
y
1− y , r
)
+ CFnfTF fnf
(
y
1− y , r
)]
. (2.22)
The x integral is trivial and the integral over y can be easily sector decomposed. In
this case, it makes sense to split the y integral at y = 1/2 because, due to the fact that
f (z, r) = f (1/z, r), the two integrals that result will actually be equal:
Kopp in−inTC (τω, ω, r, µ) =
(
− 1
4ǫ
(
µ
τωQ
)4ǫ)
2
∫ 1/2
0
dy
1
(y(1− y))1+2ǫ
×
[
CACF fCA
(
y
1− y , r
)
+ CFnfTF fnf
(
y
1− y , r
)]
. (2.23)
At this stage, all of the phase space singularities have been mapped to zero and we
can simply shift the integration to the unit interval (y = 1/2z) and then expand the factor
z−1−2ǫ under the integral sign using the relation
∫ 1
0
dz
p(z)
z1+nǫ
= −p(0)
nǫ
+
∫ 1
0
dz
p(z)− p(0)
z
− nǫ
∫ 1
0
dz
p(z)− p(0)
z
ln(z)
+
n2ǫ2
2!
∫ 1
0
dz
p(z)− p(0)
z
ln2(z) +O (ǫ3) (2.24)
for n = 2. Going through these steps and expanding in ǫ, we find a contribution of
K¯opp in−inTC (τω, ω, r, µ) = CACF
[
f
(2)
CA
(0, r)
4
− 1
2
∫ 1
0
dz
z
(
2f
(1)
CA
( z2−z , r)
2− z − f
(1)
CA
(0, r)
)
+
f
(1)
CA
(0, r) ln(2)
2
−
∫ 1
0
dz
z
(
2f
(0)
CA
( z2−z , r) ln
(
4
2−z
)
2− z − f
(0)
CA
(0, r) ln(2)
)
+
f
(0)
CA
(0, r) ln2(2)
2
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+∫ 1
0
dz
ln(z)
z
(
2f
(0)
CA
( z2−z , r)
2− z − f
(0)
CA
(0, r)
)
+ f
(1)
CA
(0, r) ln
(
µ
τωQ
)
+ 2f
(0)
CA
(0, r) ln2
(
µ
τωQ
)
−2 ln
(
µ
τωQ
)∫ 1
0
dz
z
(
2f
(0)
CA
( z2−z , r)
2− z − f
(0)
CA
(0, r)
)
+ 2f
(0)
CA
(0, r) ln(2) ln
(
µ
τωQ
)]
+CFnfTF
[
− 1
2
∫ 1
0
dz
z
2f (1)nf (
z
2−z , r)
2− z −
∫ 1
0
dz
z
2f (0)nf (
z
2−z , r) ln
(
4
2−z
)
2− z
+
∫ 1
0
dz
ln(z)
z
2f (0)nf (
z
2−z , r)
2− z − 2 ln
(
µ
τωQ
)∫ 1
0
dz
z
2f (0)nf (
z
2−z , r)
2− z
]
(2.25)
to the finite part of the integrated τω distribution. We have also made use of the fact that
fnf (0, r) = 0. Here and in the following we use the symbol K¯TC to denote the finite part
of KTC .
2.4 In-Out Contributions
In this section we discuss the calculation of the contributions to the integrated jet
thrust distribution where one soft parton gets clustered into either the left jet or the right
jet and the other soft parton is out of all jets. The relevant part of the auxiliary soft
function, Sin−out (2)(kL, kR, λ, r, µ), can be expressed as
Sin−out (2)(kL, kR, λ, r, µ) =
µ4ǫ
(2λ)1+2ǫ
{
δ (kL)
k1+2ǫR
[
CACF gCA
(
kR
2λ
, r
)
+ CFnfTF gnf
(
kR
2λ
, r
)]
+(kL ↔ kR)
}
, (2.26)
where gCA(z, r) and gnf (z, r) are functions with ǫ expansions that begin at O
(
ǫ0
)
. In other
words,
gCA(z, r) = g
(0)
CA
(z, r) + g
(1)
CA
(z, r) ǫ+ g
(2)
CA
(z, r) ǫ2 +O (ǫ3) (2.27)
gnf (z, r) = g
(0)
nf
(z, r) + g(1)nf (z, r) ǫ+O
(
ǫ2
)
.
Let us now analyze the in-out contributions to the integrated distribution,
K
in−out (2)
TC (τω, ω, r, µ) = 2
∫ τω
0
dτ ′ω
∫
dkLdkR
∫ ω
0
dλ
µ4ǫ
(2λ)1+2ǫ
δ (kL)
k1+2ǫR
×
[
CACF gCA
(
kR
2λ
, r
)
+CFnfTF gnf
(
kR
2λ
, r
)]
δ
(
τ ′ω −
kL + kR
Q
)
=
∫ 2ω
0
dy
∫ τωQ
0
dx
µ4ǫ
(xy)1+2ǫ
[
CACF gCA
(
x
y
, r
)
+ CFnfTF gnf
(
x
y
, r
)]
. (2.28)
As a first step, we split the x integration at x = y:
K
in−out (2)
TC (τω, ω, r, µ) =
∫ 2ω
0
dy
∫ y
0
dx
µ4ǫ
(xy)1+2ǫ
[
CACF gCA
(
x
y
, r
)
+ CFnfTF gnf
(
x
y
, r
)]
+
∫ 2ω
0
dy
∫ τωQ
y
dx
µ4ǫ
(xy)1+2ǫ
[
CACF gCA
(
x
y
, r
)
+ CFnfTF gnf
(
x
y
, r
)]
. (2.29)
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Now, reverse the order of integration in the second integral on the right-hand side of Eq.
(2.29). This gives
K
in−out (2)
TC (τω, ω, r, µ) =
∫ 2ω
0
dy
∫ y
0
dx
µ4ǫ
(xy)1+2ǫ
[
CACF gCA
(
x
y
, r
)
+ CFnfTF gnf
(
x
y
, r
)]
+
∫ 2ω
0
dx
∫ x
0
dy
µ4ǫ
(xy)1+2ǫ
[
CACF gCA
(
x
y
, r
)
+ CFnfTF gnf
(
x
y
, r
)]
+
∫ τωQ
2ω
dx
∫ 2ω
0
dy
µ4ǫ
(xy)1+2ǫ
[
CACF gCA
(
x
y
, r
)
+CFnfTF gnf
(
x
y
, r
)]
. (2.30)
At this point, we found it useful to make a number of variable changes in the integrals on
the right-hand side of Eq. (2.30). Let x = yz1 in the first integral, y = xz1 in the second,
and y = 2ωz1 and x = 2ωz2 in the third. Carrying out these steps, we find that
K
in−out (2)
TC (τω, ω, r, µ) = −
1
4ǫ
( µ
2ω
)4ǫ ∫ 1
0
dz1
z1+2ǫ1
[
CACF gCA(z1, r) + CFnfTF gnf (z1, r)
]
− 1
4ǫ
( µ
2ω
)4ǫ ∫ 1
0
dz1
z1+2ǫ1
[
CACF gCA
(
1
z1
, r
)
+CFnfTF gnf
(
1
z1
, r
)]
+
( µ
2ω
)4ǫ ∫ τωQ2ω
1
dz2
z1+2ǫ2
∫ 1
0
dz1
z1+2ǫ1
[
CACF gCA
(
z2
z1
, r
)
+ CFnfTF gnf
(
z2
z1
, r
)]
. (2.31)
Now that all of the remaining phase space singularities in the above have been mapped
to z1 = 0, we can straightforwardly expand the factor z
−1−2ǫ
1 in each term on the right-hand
side of Eq. (2.31) under the integral sign using Eq. (2.24). Carrying out the ǫ expansion,
we find a contribution of
K¯
in−out (2)
TC (τω, ω, r, µ) = CACF
[
g
(1)
CA
(0, r) ln
( µ
2ω
)
− ln
( µ
2ω
) ∫ 1
0
dz1
z1
(
g
(0)
CA
(z1, r)
+g
(0)
CA
(1/z1, r)− 2g(0)CA(0, r)
)
+ g
(0)
CA
(0, r) ln2
( µ
2ω
)
+ g
(0)
CA
(0, r) ln2
(
µ
τωQ
)
−1
2
g
(1)
CA
(0, r) ln
(
τωQ
2ω
)
− 1
2
g
(0)
CA
(0, r) ln2
(
τωQ
2ω
)
+
∫ τωQ
2ω
1
dz2
z2
∫ 1
0
dz1
z1
(
g
(0)
CA
(
z2
z1
, r
)
−g(0)CA(0, r)
)
+
g
(2)
CA
(0, r)
4
− 1
4
∫ 1
0
dz1
z1
(
g
(1)
CA
(z1, r) + g
(1)
CA
(1/z1, r)− 2g(1)CA(0, r)
)
+
1
2
∫ 1
0
dz1
z1
(
g
(0)
CA
(z1, r) + g
(0)
CA
(1/z1, r)− 2g(0)CA(0, r)
)
ln (z1)
]
+ CFnfTF
[
− ln
( µ
2ω
)
×
∫ 1
0
dz1
z1
(
g(0)nf (z1, r) + g
(0)
nf
(1/z1, r)
)
+
1
2
∫ 1
0
dz1
z1
(
g(0)nf (z1, r) + g
(0)
nf
(1/z1, r)
)
ln (z1)
+
∫ τωQ
2ω
1
dz2
z2
∫ 1
0
dz1
z1
g(0)nf
(
z2
z1
, r
)
− 1
4
∫ 1
0
dz1
z1
(
g(1)nf (z1, r) + g
(1)
nf
(1/z1, r)
)]
(2.32)
to the finite part of the integrated τω distribution. Here, we made use of the relations
gCA(0, r) = gCA(∞, r), gnf (0, r) = gnf (∞, r), and gnf (0, r) = 0.
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2.5 All-Out Contributions
In this section we discuss the calculation of the contributions to the integrated jet thrust
distribution where both soft partons go into the out-of-jet region. In this case, the integrals
over kL, kR, τ
′
ω, and λ are trivial. However, the integrals defining S
all−out (2)(kL, kR, λ, r, µ)
have phase space singularities themselves in this case and one must perform a non-trivial
sector decomposition to extract them. This sector decomposition is very similar to the one
used in reference [21] to calculate the same-side in-in contributions to the hemisphere soft
function. Sall−out (2)(kL, kR, λ, r, µ) can be expressed as
Sall−out (2)(kL, kR, λ, r, µ) =
µ4ǫ
(2λ)1+4ǫ
δ (kL) δ(kR)
×
[
CACF
(
h
(−2)
CA
(r)
ǫ2
+
h
(−1)
CA
(r)
ǫ
+ h
(0)
CA
(r) + h
(1)
CA
(r) ǫ+O (ǫ2)
)
+CFnfTF
(
h(−1)nf (r)
ǫ
+ h(0)nf (r) + h
(1)
nf
(r) ǫ+O (ǫ2)
)]
, (2.33)
which implies that
K
all−out (2)
TC (τω, ω, r, µ) =
(
− 1
8ǫ
( µ
2ω
)4ǫ)
×
[
CACF
(
h
(−2)
CA
(r)
ǫ2
+
h
(−1)
CA
(r)
ǫ
+ h
(0)
CA
(r) + h
(1)
CA
(r) ǫ+O (ǫ2)
)
+CFnfTF
(
h(−1)nf (r)
ǫ
+ h(0)nf (r) + h
(1)
nf
(r) ǫ+O (ǫ2)
)]
. (2.34)
Carrying out the ǫ expansion, we find a contribution of
K¯
all−out (2)
TC (τω, ω, r, µ) =
CACF
[
− 4
3
h
(−2)
CA
(r) ln3
( µ
2ω
)
− h(−1)CA (r) ln2
( µ
2ω
)
− 1
2
h
(0)
CA
(r) ln
( µ
2ω
)
− 1
8
h
(1)
CA
(r)
]
+CFnfTF
[
− h(−1)nf (r) ln2
( µ
2ω
)
− 1
2
h(0)nf (r) ln
( µ
2ω
)
− 1
8
h(1)nf (r)
]
(2.35)
to the finite part of the integrated τω distribution.
3. Computation in Terms of Multiple Polylogarithms
3.1 Integration of the Terms Produced by the Sector Decomposition
In this section, we describe how we evaluate the large number of integrals produced
by the sector decompositions [62] discussed in Section 2. We employ two independent
methods for this purpose, which are described in the following. The first method uses
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Mathematica’s Integrate function, extends its domain of applicability in a way appropri-
ate for the problem at hand, and, finally, makes use of the coproduct formalism [42, 45] to
simplify the result obtained. The second method employs dedicated integration routines
without reference to Mathematica’s Integrate function or the coproduct.
Our first method relies on the fact that, at the stage of the calculation where only one
non-trivial integration remained, each integral in the problem can be expressed as a single-
parameter integral over classical polylogarithms of transcendentality weight less than or
equal to three (e.g. structures like ln(x), ln2(x), π2 ln(x), ln(x)Li2(y), and Li3(x)). By
judiciously combining integrands with similar analytical structures, we find that we can
arrive at a sum of single-parameter integrals with integrands written solely in terms of
classical polylogarithms. This is not always straightforward to do, due to numerous issues
with the function Integrate. At this stage, we find it convenient to cast the integrals into
a form in which we can differentiate their integrands with respect to r. Taking a derivative
reduces all integrands to a form which we have solved already, namely∫
ln(a+ bx) ln(c+ dx)
e+ fx
dx
or forms that differ only by a series of integrations by parts. It is worth pointing out that,
at times, before attempting to integrate by parts, we make use of the properties of loga-
rithms and the small number of functional relations satisfied by the dilogarithm [66]. After
performing the final definite integral, we are left with explicit expressions for r derivatives
of the quantities of interest. At this stage we rewrite our results in terms of multiple poly-
logarithms. Once we identified all generalized weights (defined in Section 3.2 below) it is
trivial to integrate with respect to r and obtain the expressions of interest up to an overall
constant built out of zeta values. This constant is then determined using the Mathematica
implementation of the LLL algorithm [67]. The CFnfTF color structure is simpler than
the CACF color structure because it can be expressed in terms of classical polylogarithms
of at most transcendentality weight three. In particular, no numerical methods are used
to fix the CFnfTF constants. However, for both non-trivial color structures, the result-
ing expressions suffer from ambiguities due to functional relations which are not entirely
straightforward to resolve. Our solution was to develop an extension of the coproduct
calculus applicable to all of the functions encountered at this stage of the calculation (see
Section 3.3 below for a detailed discussion).
Our second and preferred method employs a dedicated integration algorithm for mul-
tiple polylogarithms independent of the coproduct calculus. In this approach, a number
of integration constants expressed in terms of G functions need to be rewritten in terms
of known fundamental constants. To accomplish this, we use fits against high-precision
numerical evaluations of multiple polylogarithms obtained with the implementation [68] in
the GiNaC CAS [69]. In this way, our second method allows for a fully automated eval-
uation of the integrals produced by the sector decomposition. These integration routines
as well as the extended coproduct calculus are implemented in an in-house Mathematica
package [70]. While the first method described above was our default, we used the second
method to verify our results for all difficult integrals and found full agreement.
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3.2 Multiple Polylogarithms With Generalized Weights
Recall that, as was mentioned in the introduction, multiple polylogarithms [40] are
a recursively defined class of iterated integrals. Take G(;x) = 1 for all x. Then multiple
polylogarithms with n weights are defined as follows. If we have a set of n complex numbers
called weights, {w1, . . . , wn}, at least one of which is different from zero, then
G(w1, . . . , wn;x) =
∫ x
0
dt
t− w1G(w2, . . . , wn; t). (3.1)
If, on the other hand wi = 0 for all i, then
G(0, . . . , 0;x) =
1
n!
lnn(x) . (3.2)
The weights, wi, as well as the argument x, are considered as rational functions of the
indeterminates. For the univariate case, we generalize the integration measure
dt
t− w →
f ′(t)
f(t)
dt = d ln(f(t)) (3.3)
where f(x) is an irreducible rational polynomial. We use square brackets and a dummy
variable o to denote generalized weights:
G([f(o)], w2, . . . , wn;x) =
∫ x
0
dt
f ′(t)
f(t)
G(w2, . . . , wn; t) (3.4)
The linear case, [o− w], reduces to the standard weight, w.
In our calculation, we encounter multiple polylogarithms with both standard and non-
standard weights. Specifically, multiple polylogarithms of argument r appear with combi-
nations of both standard weights,
{−2,−1,−1/2, 0, 1/2, 1, 2},
and generalized weights,
{[o2 + 1], [o2 + o+ 1], [o2 + o− 1], [o2 − o+ 1], [o2 − o− 1], [o3 + o2 − 1]}.
The first three generalized weights are based on cyclotomic polynomials and generate cy-
clotomic polylogarithms [60, 56]. The remaining generalized weights generate multiple
polylogarithms beyond that class of functions, and, to the best of our knowledge, they
have not been studied by other authors.
Let us discuss the relation of our generalized weights to those used in Goncharov’s
formalism. As an explicit example we consider
G([o2 + o+ 1];x) =
∫ x
0
dt
2t+ 1
t2 + t+ 1
= ln(x2 + x+ 1) (3.5)
Traditionally, quadratic denominators have been factorized in the complex domain:∫ x
0
dt
2t+ 1
t2 + t+ 1
=
∫ x
0
dt
1
t− (−1 +√3i)/2 +
∫ x
0
dt
1
t− (−1−√3i)/2
= G((−1 +
√
3i)/2;x) +G((−1−
√
3i)/2;x) (3.6)
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As a result, such quadratic denominators give rise to pairs of complex conjugated weights
and corresponding pairs of multiple polylogarithms. Polynomials in the denominator of
general degree m ≥ 2 can be treated as well in a completely analogous fashion. From
f ′(t)
f(t)
=
1
t− w1 + · · ·+
1
t− wn for f(t) = (t−w1) · · · (t− wn) , (3.7)
we see that this leads to
G(. . . , [f(o)], . . . ;x) = G(. . . , w1, . . . ;x) + . . .+G(. . . , wn, . . . ;x) . (3.8)
Such a treatment has the disadvantage of introducing root objects and may give rise
to spurious imaginary parts. In contrast, our notation avoids splitting the real-valued
function (3.5) defined on the unit interval into complex-valued components. Furthermore,
our approach has the clear advantage that the intermediate expression swell which would
occur if one proceeded by splitting real-valued functions is avoided. As an alternative,
in [60], integration measures n(t)/f(t)dt are defined where in general n(t) 6= f ′(t). In their
notation, our integral (3.5) splits into two cyclotomic polylogarithms, G([o2 + o+ 1];x) =
2C13 (x) + C
0
3(x). In different physics applications we studied, we observed that integrals
indeed appear with integration measures of the form f ′(t)/f(t)dt and our notation directly
reflects this. An important feature of this structure is the possibility to define a root-free
symbol and coproduct in a straightforward way. This will be discussed in the following.
3.3 Coproduct Calculus for Generalized Weights
In order to identify functional relations and project onto specific basis functions, we
employ a variant of the coproduct calculus formulated in [42, 45]. It is convenient to
consider multiple polylogarithms using the functions
I(a0; a1, . . . , an; an+1) =
∫ an+1
a0
dt
1
t− an I(a0; a1, . . . , an−1; t) (3.9)
which can easily be related to the G functions. The coproduct for standard multiple
polylogarithms is defined via the polygon construction of reference [43],
∆(I(a0; a1, . . . , an; an+1)) = (3.10)∑
0=i0<...<ik+1=n+1
I(a0; ai1 , . . . , aik ; an+1)⊗
k∏
p=0
I(aip ; aip+1, . . . , aip+1−1; aip+1).
This prescription is supplemented by an appropriate regularization procedure to handle
endpoint singularities in the emerging I functions. The symbol follows from the maximal
iteration of the coproduct modulo π.
We wish to define the coproduct for univariate polylogarithms I(0; a1, . . . , an; z) with
generalized or standard weights a1, . . . , an according to a similar prescription. The weights
are considered to be independent of further parameters. Our goal is to avoid any reference
to roots of irreducible polynomials or to general algebraic numbers, which lack a unique
factorization. We achieve this by systematically dropping certain contributions which can
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not be directly generalized. When applying the coproduct to the left-hand side of (3.8) we
require consistency with what is produced by the standard rules for the right-hand side
of (3.8) up to constants in the second slot. However, in contrast to the case of standard
(rational) weights, it is no longer straightforward to keep constants like ln(2) everywhere
in the coproduct and symbol.
Here, our solution is to treat such constants in a way analogous to the way in which
reference [45] handles the constant π. In practice, this means that we exclude all constants
from the symbol algebra part of our simplification routine and postpone their treatment
to the numerical fitting step whenever generalized weights are involved. Needless to say, a
corresponding prescription must be used also for the other functions involved in the con-
sidered identities, such as multivariate polylogarithms with standard weights. From these
considerations we obtain the following rules for the coproduct and symbol for univariate
polylogarithms with generalized or standard weights. We apply (3.10) taken as a formal
expression and replace generalized weights in the boundaries of I functions by 0. We drop
terms with constants of weight > 1 in the second slot of the coproduct. For iterations of
the coproduct this means we keep constants only in the first slot, which is sufficient for
our purposes. Finally, the symbol S of a multiple polylogarithm with generalized weight
is defined, such that it is compatible with the maximal iteration of the coproduct and
S (I(0; [f(o)];x)) = f(x) . (3.11)
Our normalization sets symbols to zero whenever one of their slots contains a pure number.
In terms of multiple polylogarithms, Eq. (3.11) is nothing but the statement that
S (G([f(o)];x)) = S (ln (f(x))) = f(x) . (3.12)
These prescriptions allowed us to successfully use the coproduct calculus in different con-
texts involving multiple polylogarithms with generalized weights.
Finally, we describe our treatment of products when integrating the symbol. Reference
[42] explains how one can effectively isolate contributions to the symbol which originate
from products of multiple polylogarithms. The idea is to construct projection operators
which annihilate certain classes of multiple polylogarithms which can be rewritten as a
shuffle of lower weight multiple polylogarithms. In this fashion, one can construct a filtra-
tion which allows one to consider e.g. terms of the form Li3(x) ln(y) independently of those
of the form Li2(x)Li2(y). We observe that, actually, it is possible to exploit this filtration
at the level of the symbol to obtain a unique form for product terms upon integration.
In this way, we reduce the integration of the symbol to the integration of product-free
terms. In other words, in our approach, products need not be specified explicitly when
constructing a complete set of basis functions; they can be constructed in a systematic way
on the fly from the product-free basis functions. In this way, inefficiencies due to the rapid
combinatorial growth of the number of possible product terms are avoided.
We apply these techniques to our results and obtain concise analytical expressions in
terms of G functions. The individual contributions to the integrated τω distribution are
given in Appendix B. When performing the integrations we observe interesting structural
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cancellations. At intermediate stages of the calculation, the solutions of certain integrals
indeed require a relatively large set of weights, both standard and generalized. These
terms are required due to the way our phase space integrals are split up by the sector
decomposition procedure. It may be possible to perform the sector decomposition in a way
which prevents this enlargement of the function space but, to the best of our knowledge, no
such strategy is known. Once the sum of all contributions for a specific phase space region
is taken, we find that all contributions involving generalized weights cancel. Indeed, only
multiple polylogarithms with weights drawn from the set {−1, 0, 1} appear in the global
part of the integrated τω distribution.
4. Exact Result
We combine the individual soft contributions to the finite part of the integrated τω
distribution according to
K¯
(2)
TC(τω, ω, r, µ) = K¯
inRen
TC (τω, ω, r, µ) + K¯
all−in (2)
TC (τω, ω, r, µ) + K¯
inR−V
TC (τω, ω, r, µ)
+K¯outRenTC (τω, ω, r, µ) + K¯
outR−V
TC (τω, ω, r, µ) + K¯
opp in−in
TC (τω, ω, r, µ)
+K¯
in−out (2)
TC (τω, ω, r, µ) + K¯
all−out (2)
TC (τω, ω, r, µ) (4.1)
and obtain the summed result in terms of G functions. In contrast to the individual
contributions, the sum of all purely r dependent terms can be written in terms of classical
polylogarithms. Employing the coproduct calculus, we find
K¯
(2)
TC(τω, ω, r, µ) = CACF
[
−176
9
ln3
(
µ
Qτω
)
+
(
8π2
3
− 536
9
)
ln2
(
µ
Qτω
)
+
(
−88
3
ln2(r)
−176Li2(−r)
3
+ 56ζ3 − 1616
27
)
ln
(
µ
Qτω
)
+
176
3
ln(r) ln
(
µ
Qτω
)
ln
(
Qτω
2ω
)
+ (32Li2(r)
+32Li2(−r) + 88 ln(r)
3
− 8π
2
3
)
ln2
(
Qτω
2ω
)
+
(
−176Li2(−r)− 352Li2(r)
3
− 64Li3(1− r)
+224Li3(−r) + 160Li3(r) + 64Li3
(
1
r + 1
)
+ 32Li3(1− r2) + 128Li2(−r) ln(r + 1)
+64Li2(r) ln(r + 1) + 64Li2(−r) ln(1− r)− 128Li2(−r) ln(r)− 96Li2(r) ln(r) + 8
3(r − 1)
− 8
3(r + 1)
− 32
3
ln3(r + 1) + 64 ln(r) ln2(r + 1)− 44 ln
2(r)
3
+ 64 ln(1− r) ln(r) ln(r + 1)
−176
3
ln(r) ln(r + 1) +
16
3
π2 ln(r + 1) +
16
3
π2 ln(1− r)− 176
3
ln(1− r) ln(r)− 8 ln(r)
3(r − 1)
+
8 ln(r)
3(r + 1)
− 8 ln(r)
3(r − 1)2 −
8 ln(r)
3(r + 1)2
+
8
3
π2 ln(r) +
536 ln(r)
9
− 48ζ3 + 44π
2
9
+
8
3
)
× ln
(
Qτω
2ω
)
− 4 ln4(1− r) + 16
3
ln(r) ln3(1− r) + 32
3
ln(2) ln3(1− r) + 40 ln2(r) ln2(1− r)
−176
3
ln(r) ln2(1− r)− 16 ln2(2) ln2(1− r)− 32
3
ln3(r + 1) ln(1− r)− 88 ln2(r) ln(1− r)
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+64 ln(r) ln2(r + 1) ln(1− r)− 16 ln(r) ln(1− r)
3(1 − r) −
16 ln(r) ln(1− r)
3(r + 1)
+
16 ln(r) ln(1− r)
3(1 − r)2
+
16 ln(r) ln(1− r)
3(r + 1)2
− 40
3
π2 ln(r) ln(1− r) + 536
9
ln(r) ln(1− r) + 176
3
ln(r) ln(r + 1)
× ln(1− r) + 32
3
π2 ln(r + 1) ln(1− r) + 64 ln(r + 1)Li2(−r) ln(1− r) + 176
3
Li2(−r)
× ln(1− r) + 80 ln(r)Li2(r) ln(1− r)− 176
3
Li2(r) ln(1− r) + 32Li3(−r) ln(1− r)
+64Li3
(
1
r + 1
)
ln(1− r) + 16 ln(1 − r)
3(1− r) − 32ζ3 ln(1− r) +
32
3
ln3(2) ln(1− r)
−16
3
π2 ln(2) ln(1− r) + 44
3
π2 ln(1− r)− 8
3
ln(1− r)− 88
3
ln4(r + 1)− 88
3
ln3(r + 1)
+
352
3
ln(r) ln3(r + 1) +
32
3
ln(2) ln3(r + 1) +
4 ln2(r)
1− r +
4 ln2(r)
r + 1
− 4 ln
2(r)
(1− r)2 −
4 ln2(r)
(r + 1)2
−4
3
π2 ln2(r)− 268 ln
2(r)
9
− 80 ln2(r) ln2(r + 1) + 88 ln(r) ln2(r + 1)− 16 ln2(2) ln2(r + 1)
+
64
3
π2 ln2(r + 1)− 32Li22(−r) + 40Li22(r)−
44 ln(r)
9(1 − r) −
308 ln(r)
9(r + 1)
+
20 ln(r)
9(1 − r)2 +
212 ln(r)
9(r + 1)2
+
88
9
π2 ln(r) +
32
3
ln(r)− 88 ln2(r) ln(r + 1) + 8 ln(r) ln(r + 1)
3(1 − r) −
8 ln(r) ln(r + 1)
3(r + 1)
−8 ln(r) ln(r + 1)
3(1− r)2 +
8 ln(r) ln(r + 1)
3(r + 1)2
− 80
3
π2 ln(r) ln(r + 1) +
536
9
ln(r) ln(r + 1)
+
8 ln(r + 1)
1− r +
8 ln(r + 1)
3(r + 1)
+
32
3
ln3(2) ln(r + 1)− 16
3
π2 ln(2) ln(r + 1) +
44
3
π2 ln(r + 1)
−16
3
ln(r + 1) + 16 ln2(r)Li2(−r) + 96 ln2(r + 1)Li2(−r)− 616
3
ln(r)Li2(−r)− 160 ln(r)
× ln(r + 1)Li2(−r) + 352
3
ln(r + 1)Li2(−r) + 32Li2(−r)
3(1− r) −
32Li2(−r)
3(1− r)2 −
64
3
π2Li2(−r)
+
536Li2(−r)
9
− 16 ln2(r)Li2(r) + 32 ln2(r + 1)Li2(r)− 176 ln(r)Li2(r) + 176
3
ln(r + 1)
×Li2(r) + 32Li2(−r)Li2(r)− 16Li2(r)
3(r + 1)
+
16Li2(r)
3(r + 1)2
− 64π
2Li2(r)
3
+
1072Li2(r)
9
+80 ln(r)Li3(1− r)− 64 ln(r + 1)Li3(1− r)− 176Li3(1− r) + 128 ln(r + 1)Li3(−r)
+
616Li3(−r)
3
+ 80 ln(r)Li3(r) + 32 ln(r + 1)Li3(r) +
352Li3(r)
3
− 160 ln(r)Li3
(
1
r + 1
)
+128 ln(r + 1)Li3
(
1
r + 1
)
+ 176Li3
(
1
r + 1
)
+ 32 ln(r + 1)Li3(1− r2)− 88
3
Li3(1− r2)
−64Li4
(
1− r
2
)
+ 96Li4(1− r)− 256Li4(−r)− 176Li4(r)− 8Li4
(
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(1− r)2
)
+64Li4
(
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)
− 32Li4
(
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− 8Li4
(
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(
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(
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)
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−16Li4(1− r2) + 8π
2
9(1 − r) +
20
9(1 − r) +
8π2
9(r + 1)
+
116
9(r + 1)
− 8π
2
9(1 − r)2 −
8π2
9(r + 1)2
+64 ln(r)ζ3 − 48 ln(r + 1)ζ3 − 418ζ3
9
+ 128Li4
(
1
2
)
+
83π4
45
− 1139π
2
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− 2860
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+ΛCA
(
τωQ
2ω
, r
)]
+CFnfTF
[
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9
ln3
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µ
Qτω
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+
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9
ln2
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Qτω
)
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64Li2(−r)
3
+
32 ln2(r)
3
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88 ln(r)
9(1− r) +
616 ln(r)
9(r + 1)
− 40 ln(r)
9(1 − r)2 −
424 ln(r)
9(r + 1)2
− 32
9
π2 ln(r)− 64 ln(r)
3
− 64
3
ln(1− r)
×Li2(−r) + 224
3
ln(r)Li2(−r)− 64Li2(−r)
3(1− r) +
64Li2(−r)
3(1 − r)2 −
256Li2(−r)
9
+
64
3
ln(1− r)
×Li2(r) + 64 ln(r)Li2(r) + 32Li2(r)
3(r + 1)
− 32Li2(r)
3(r + 1)2
− 416Li2(r)
9
+ 64Li3(1− r)− 128Li3(r)
3
−224Li3(−r)
3
− 64Li3
(
1
r + 1
)
+
32
3
Li3(1− r2)− 16π
2
9(1− r) −
40
9(1− r) +
1520
81
− 16π
2
9(r + 1)
− 232
9(r + 1)
+
16π2
9(1− r)2 +
16π2
9(r + 1)2
+
152ζ3
9
+
218π2
27
+ Λnf
(
τωQ
2ω
, r
)]
(4.2)
for the finite part of the two-loop integrated jet thrust distribution. The functionsΛCA (x, r)
and Λnf (x, r) are defined in Appendix A. It is straightforward to check explicitly using
Eq. (4.2) above and the expressions for the hard and integrated jet functions collected in
Appendix C that our O (α2s) result is consistent with the prediction of the SCET-based re-
summation of the jet thrust distribution discussed in reference [16]. As another non-trivial
cross-check, we confirmed that our result is equal to the soft part of the O (α2s) integrated
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thrust distribution in the hemisphere limit (r → 1). In the next section, we analyze the
small r limit in detail and show that it has a non-trivial structure.
5. The Small r Limit
In this section, we study the small r limit of the two-loop integrated jet thrust dis-
tribution from several points of view. Although a compact, closed-form, expression valid
for arbitrary r is certainly interesting in its own right, there is physics in the result which
is obscured by Eq. (4.2) as it stands; it is clear that K¯
(2)
TC(τω, ω, r, µ) will simplify consid-
erably in the small r limit. Although we could start by taking the small r limit of Eq.
(4.2) directly, we prefer instead to consider the small r limit of each individual contribu-
tion to K¯
(2)
TC(τω, ω, r, µ) in turn. Proceeding in this fashion makes it clear that there is a
connection between the ln(r) terms in the all-out contributions and the ln(r) terms in the
all-in contributions which demands an explanation. We provide such an explanation at
the end of Section 5.1 and, furthermore, make it clear that an analogous result holds at
O (αLs ). In Section 5.2, we show that, in fact, the small r limit of Eq. (4.2) has non-trivial
structure as well and that this only becomes apparent if one takes the small r limit in the
way advocated by the authors of reference [13].
5.1 Contributions in the Small r Limit
We begin by taking the small r limit of each contribution to the soft part of the
O (α2s) integrated jet thrust distribution, K¯ inRenTC , K¯all−in (2)TC , K¯ inR−VTC , K¯outRenTC , K¯outR−VTC ,
K¯opp in−inTC , K¯
in−out (2)
TC , and K¯
all−out (2)
TC , in turn. The limit r → 0 is performed for fixed
τω, ω, µ and Q. We start from the expressions given in Appendix B and keep logarithmic
terms proportional to lnk(r), k = 0, . . . , 4, neglecting all power-suppressed contributions.
For the univariate contributions involving r alone we gave results in terms of G functions
with argument r, such that the limit r → 0 can be immediately obtained. On the other
hand, the small r asymptotics of ΛCA (x, r) and Λnf (x, r) are non-trivial to extract. In
the small r limit, these functions become independent of x and are in fact proportional to
the coefficients of the sub-leading non-global logarithms (see [13]):
ΛCA (x, r → 0) = −2
(
−8
3
+
88π2
9
− 16ζ3
)
ln(r) (5.1)
Λnf (x, r → 0) = −2
(
16
3
− 32π
2
9
)
ln(r) . (5.2)
Consequently, we find the following:
K¯ inRenTC (τω, ω, r → 0, µ) = CACF
[
176
9
ln3
(
µ
Qτω
)
+
88
3
ln(r) ln2
(
µ
Qτω
)
+
(
44 ln2(r)
3
−22π
2
9
)
ln
(
µ
Qτω
)
+
22 ln3(r)
9
− 11
9
π2 ln(r)− 44ζ3
9
]
+CFnfTF
[
−64
9
ln3
(
µ
Qτω
)
−32
3
ln(r) ln2
(
µ
Qτω
)
+
(
8π2
9
− 16 ln
2(r)
3
)
ln
(
µ
Qτω
)
− 8 ln
3(r)
9
+
4
9
π2 ln(r) +
16ζ3
9
]
,
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(5.3)
K¯
all−in (2)
TC (τω, ω, r → 0, µ) = CACF
[
−64
3
ln4
(
µ
Qτω
)
+
(
−128 ln(r)
3
− 352
9
)
ln3
(
µ
Qτω
)
+
(
−32 ln2(r)− 176 ln(r)
3
+
16π2
3
− 536
9
)
ln2
(
µ
Qτω
)
+
(
232ζ3
3
− 32 ln
3(r)
3
− 88 ln
2(r)
3
+
16
3
π2 ln(r)− 536 ln(r)
9
− 22π
2
9
− 1544
27
)
ln
(
µ
Qτω
)
+
116
3
ζ3 ln(r)− 4 ln
4(r)
3
−44 ln
3(r)
9
+
4
3
π2 ln2(r)− 134 ln
2(r)
9
− 11
9
π2 ln(r)− 772 ln(r)
27
+
137π4
180
− 67π
2
54
− 2392
81
−242ζ3
9
]
+ CFnfTF
[
128
9
ln3
(
µ
Qτω
)
+
(
64 ln(r)
3
+
160
9
)
ln2
(
µ
Qτω
)
+
(
32 ln2(r)
3
+
160 ln(r)
9
+
8π2
9
+
304
27
)
ln
(
µ
Qτω
)
+
16 ln3(r)
9
+
40 ln2(r)
9
+
4
9
π2 ln(r)
+
152 ln(r)
27
+
10π2
27
+
476
81
+
88ζ3
9
]
, (5.4)
K¯ inR−VTC (τω, ω, r → 0, µ) = CACF
[
64
3
ln4
(
µ
Qτω
)
+
(
−64ζ3
3
+
32 ln3(r)
3
− 8π2 ln(r)
)
× ln
(
µ
Qτω
)
+
128
3
ln(r) ln3
(
µ
Qτω
)
+
(
32 ln2(r)− 8π2) ln2( µ
Qτω
)
− 32
3
ζ3 ln(r)
+
4 ln4(r)
3
− 2π2 ln2(r) + π
4
60
]
, (5.5)
K¯outRenTC (τω, ω, r → 0, µ) = CACF
[
88ζ3
3
− 88
3
ln(r) ln2
( µ
2ω
)
+
(
44 ln2(r)
3
+
44π2
9
)
× ln
( µ
2ω
)
− 22 ln
3(r)
9
+
11
9
π2 ln(r)
]
+ CFnfTF
[
−32ζ3
3
+
32
3
ln(r) ln2
( µ
2ω
)
+
(
−16
3
ln2(r)− 16π
2
9
)
ln
( µ
2ω
)
+
8 ln3(r)
9
− 4
9
π2 ln(r)
]
, (5.6)
K¯outR−VTC (τω, ω, r → 0, µ) = CACF
[
−128
3
ln(r) ln3
( µ
2ω
)
+
(
128ζ3 − 32 ln
3(r)
3
+8π2 ln(r)
)
ln
( µ
2ω
)
+
32
3
ζ3 ln(r) +
(
32 ln2(r) +
32π2
3
)
ln2
( µ
2ω
)
+
4 ln4(r)
3
−2π2 ln2(r) + 2π
4
15
]
, (5.7)
K¯opp in−inTC (τω, ω, r → 0, µ) = 0 , (5.8)
K¯
in−out (2)
TC (τω, ω, r → 0, µ) = CACF
[
−8
3
π2 ln2
(
Qτω
2ω
)
− 16ζ3 ln
(
Qτω
2ω
)
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+
16
3
π2 ln2
(
µ
Qτω
)
+
16
3
π2 ln2
( µ
2ω
)
+
(
176π2
9
− 16
3
)
ln
( µ
2ω
)
+
88ζ3
3
+ 16ζ3 ln(r)
−88
9
π2 ln(r) +
8 ln(r)
3
+
34π4
45
− 268π
2
27
+
80
9
]
+ CFnfTF
[(
32
3
− 64π
2
9
)
ln
( µ
2ω
)
+
32
9
π2 ln(r)− 16 ln(r)
3
+
128π2
27
− 136
9
− 32ζ3
3
]
, (5.9)
K¯
all−out (2)
TC (τω, ω, r → 0, µ) = CACF
[
128
3
ln(r) ln3
( µ
2ω
)
+
(
−32 ln2(r) + 176 ln(r)
3
−16π2
)
ln2
( µ
2ω
)
+
(
−128ζ3 + 32 ln
3(r)
3
− 88 ln
2(r)
3
− 16
3
π2 ln(r) +
536 ln(r)
9
− 176π
2
9
+
8
3
)
ln
( µ
2ω
)
− 116
3
ζ3 ln(r)− 4 ln
4(r)
3
+
44 ln3(r)
9
+
4
3
π2 ln2(r)− 134 ln
2(r)
9
+
11
9
π2 ln(r) +
772 ln(r)
27
+
34π4
45
− 268π
2
27
+
4
9
− 308ζ3
3
]
+ CFnfTF
[
−64
3
ln(r) ln2
( µ
2ω
)
+
(
32 ln2(r)
3
− 160 ln(r)
9
+
64π2
9
− 16
3
)
ln
( µ
2ω
)
− 16 ln
3(r)
9
+
40 ln2(r)
9
− 4
9
π2 ln(r)
−152 ln(r)
27
+
80π2
27
− 20
9
+
112ζ3
3
]
. (5.10)
Here, we have chosen to present the small r limit of each contribution individually
because it highlights a remarkable feature of the results which would otherwise have re-
mained hidden. Comparing Eqs. (5.3) and (5.6), (5.5) and (5.7), and, finally, (5.4) and
(5.10), we see that the ln(r) terms in the out-of-jet contributions can be obtained from
the in-jet contributions by making the replacements r → 1/r and τωQ → 2ω. This is
interesting because the in-jet contributions are almost trivial to calculate once one has the
ordinary thrust distribution under control (see Section 2.2.1) and, by comparison, the cal-
culation of the out-of-jet contributions is much more difficult. The correspondence between
K¯ inRenTC (τω, ω, r → 0, µ) and K¯outRenTC (τω, ω, r → 0, µ) and between K¯ inR−VTC (τω, ω, r → 0, µ)
and K¯outR−VTC (τω, ω, r → 0, µ) could be written off as a one-loop accident but this is clearly
not the case since the ln(r) terms in K¯
all−out (2)
TC (τω, ω, r → 0, µ) can be predicted as well. In
fact, we can provide a explanation for this phenomenon by identifying the configurations of
the soft parton momenta which give a dominate contribution to K
all−out (2)
TC (τω, ω, r, µ) in
the small r limit. Actually, our argument is independent of the loop order and we can triv-
ially generalize the discussion from the O (α2s) all-out contributions, Kall−out (2)TC (τω, ω, r, µ),
to the O (αLs ) all-out contributions,
K
all−out (L)
TC (τω, ω, r, µ) =
(
µ2eγE
4π
) 4−d
2
L ∫ τω
0
dτ ′ω
∫ ω
0
dλ
∫
dkLdkR
×(−2πi)L
L∏
i=1
(∫
ddqi
(2π)d
δ
(
q2i
)
Θ
(
q+i
)
Θ
(
q−i
)
Θ
(
q−i − rq+i
)
Θ
(
q+i − rq−i
))
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× I(L)
(
q+i , q
−
i ,q
(i)
T
)
δ (kL) δ (kR) δ
(
λ−
L∑
i=1
q−i + q
+
i
2
)
δ
(
τ ′ω −
kL + kR
Q
)
=
(
µ2eγE
4π
)4−d
2
L
(−2πi)L
×
∫ 2ω
0
dy
L∏
i=1
(∫
ddqi
(2π)d
δ
(
q2i
)
Θ
(
q+i
)
Θ
(
q−i
)
Θ
(
q−i − rq+i
)
Θ
(
q+i − rq−i
))
×I(L)
(
q+i , q
−
i ,q
(i)
T
)
δ
(
y −
L∑
i=1
(
q−i + q
+
i
))
. (5.11)
By examining the structure of the all-out integrand in Eq. (5.11), we see that, when r is
very small, the integrals over the qi are dominated by configurations where either q
+
i ≫ q−i
or q−i ≫ q+i . In other words, the soft parton momenta actually exhibit collinear scaling in
the extreme small r limit. Starting from the last line of Eq. (5.11) above, we see that
K
all−out (L)
TC (τω, ω, r ⇛ 0, µ) = 2K
all−out (L)
TC (τω, ω, r, µ)
∣∣∣
q+i ≫q
−
i
= 2
(
µ2eγE
4π
) 4−d
2
L
(−2πi)L
∫ 2ω
0
dy
L∏
i=1
(∫
ddqi
(2π)d
δ
(
q2i
)
Θ
(
q+i
)
Θ
(
q−i
)
Θ
(
q−i − rq+i
))
×I(L)
(
q+i , q
−
i ,q
(i)
T
)
δ
(
y −
L∑
i=1
q+i
)
= 2
(
µ2eγE
4π
) 4−d
2
L
(−2πi)L
∫ 2ω
0
dy
L∏
i=1
(∫
ddqi
(2π)d
δ
(
q2i
)
Θ
(
q+i
)
Θ
(
q−i
)
Θ
(
q−i /r − q+i
))
×I(L)
(
q+i , q
−
i ,q
(i)
T
)
δ
(
y −
L∑
i=1
q+i
)
= K
all−in (L)
TC (τω, ω, 1/r, µ)
∣∣∣
τωQ→2ω
, (5.12)
where we have used the fact that, by symmetry, we can simply take the q+i ≫ q−i
limit of 2K
all−out (L)
TC (τω, ω, r, µ) to account for the configurations where q
−
i ≫ q+i . Thus,
the observed one- and two-loop correspondences between ln(r) terms have a simple ex-
planation which generalizes to all loop orders. Note that, due to the way in which
we take the small r limit, we cannot hope to correctly predict the constant terms in
K
all−out (L)
TC (τω, ω, r, µ). To emphasize this point, we use a ⇛ to denote the extreme small
r limit of K
all−out (L)
TC (τω, ω, r, µ), where constants as well as power-suppressed terms are
neglected.
Furthermore, we note that Eq. (2.13) now immediately implies that the ln(r) terms
in the all-out contributions to the integrated jet thrust distribution are fixed by the pure
same-hemisphere contributions to the integrated thrust distribution:
K
all−out (L)
TC (τω, ω, r ⇛ 0, µ) = r
−ǫL
(
⇒
K
(L)
hemi(τω, µ) +
⇐
K
(L)
hemi(τω, µ)
)
τωQ→2ω
. (5.13)
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5.2 The Structure of the ln(r) Terms
We begin by presenting the small r limit of Eq. (4.2) in a convenient form:
K¯
(2)
TC(τω, ω, r → 0, µ) = CACF
[
−176
9
ln3
(
µ
Qτω
)
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(
−88 ln(r)
3
+
8π2
3
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9
)
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8
3
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9
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−16ζ3 − 8
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45
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81
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+ CFnfTF
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(
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160 ln(r)
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)
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3
ln(r) ln2
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+
(
16 ln2(r)
3
− 160 ln(r)
9
+
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9
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)
+
(
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3
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9
)
× ln
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+
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9
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27
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81
]
. (5.14)
The terms preceding the −8π23 ln2
(
Qτω
2rω
)
term in the CACF color structure and the(
16
3 − 32π
2
9
)
ln
(
Qτω
2rω
)
term in the CFnfTF color structure correspond precisely to the terms
predicted by the factorization theorem of reference [16] in the small r limit, provided that
one makes the choices
c
(1)
in = CF
[−π2 − 2 ln2(r)] (5.15)
and
c
(1)
out = CF
[
−2π
2
3
− 2 ln2(r)− 8Li2 (−r)
]
(5.16)
for the one-loop matching coefficients. This choice is such that the one-loop out-of-jet inte-
grated jet thrust distribution is equal to the full one-loop soft function for two unmeasured
jets (see reference [29] for details).
One can check that Eq. (5.14) is equal to the sum of Eqs. (5.3)-(5.10). However, to
arrive at the above form, one has to rearrange terms in the sum and, clearly, this requires
further explanation. By way of motivation, let us consider the in-out contributions to the
O (αLs ) integrated jet thrust distribution8,
K
in−out (L)
TC (τω, ω, r, µ) =
(
µ2eγE
4π
) 4−d
2
L ∫ τω
0
dτ ′ω
∫ ω
0
dλ
∫
dkLdkR
8Recall that we have defined the in-out contributions at O
(
αLs
)
to be those contributions where nin > 0
soft partons get clustered into a single jet, nout > 0 soft partons go out of all jets, and the sum nin + nout
is equal to the loop order, L.
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×(−2πi)nout
nout∏
j=1
(∫
ddkj
(2π)d
δ
(
k2j
)
Θ
(
k+j
)
Θ
(
k−j
)
Θ
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k−j − rk+j
)
Θ
(
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(
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q+i
)
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(
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−
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(j)
T , q
+
i , q
−
i ,q
(i)
T
)
δ

λ− nout∑
j=1
k−j + k
+
j
2

 δ(τ ′ω − kL + kRQ
)
. (5.17)
In order to say something about K
in−out (L)
TC (τω, ω, r, µ) in the small r limit, we first
need to put Eq. (5.17) into a form where we can make use of a relation deduced from the
analysis performed in Section 2.2.1. This is readily accomplished by using the δ(k2j ) and
δ
(
q2i
)
to perform the integrals over |k(j)T |2 and |q(i)T |2:
K
in−out (L)
TC (τω, ω, r, µ) =
(
µ2eγE
4π
)Lǫ ∫ τω
0
dτ ′ω
∫ ω
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∫
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)
, (5.18)
where dΩǫ represents the angular measure for the L(L− 1)/2 integrations over the angles
specifying the relative orientations of the soft parton momenta. Now, we make the change
of variables
k−j =
ℓ−j
r
and q−i =
ℓ−i
r
(5.19)
in Eq. (5.18). This leads to
K
in−out (L)
TC (τω, ω, r, µ) = r
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
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where we have used the relation
I(L)
(
k+j ,
k−j
r
, q+i ,
q−i
r
,Ω
)
= rLI(L)
(
k+j , k
−
j , q
+
i , q
−
i ,Ω
)
, (5.21)
deduced from the analysis of K
all−in (L)
TC (τω, ω, r, µ) in Section 2.2.1, in deriving the second
line of Eq. (5.20). Finally, following the analysis performed in Section 5.2 of reference [13],
we can approximate ℓ−j −r2k+j and ℓ−j +k+j r by ℓ−j in the small r limit and then immediately
write
K
in−out (L)
TC (τω, ω, r → 0, µ) = 2 rǫL
∫ τωQ
0
dx
∫ 2rω
0
dy S
(nout, nin;L)
hemi (x, y, µ) , (5.22)
where S
(nout, nin;L)
hemi (x, y, µ) denotes the O
(
αLs
)
real-real contributions to the hemisphere
soft function with nin soft partons in right hemisphere and nout soft partons in the left
hemisphere.
The importance of Eq. (5.22) is related to the fact that the in-out contributions, treated
above in the abstract, contribute in an essential way to the non-global logarithms in the
O (αLs ) integrated τω distribution. For generic r, the ratio τωQ2ω is what naturally appears in
the non-global part of the sector decomposition of these contributions (see e.g. Eq. (2.32)).
However, in the small r limit, we have effectively just shown that it is actually the ratio
τωQ
2rω which comes out of the sector decomposition. This feature of the calculation is what
motivated us to write Eq. (5.14) with non-global logarithms of argument τωQ2rω . Actually,
writing things in this way allows one to identify ln2(r) terms analogous to those that appear
in the one-loop small r result,
K
(1)
TC(τω, ω, r → 0, µ)
= CF
[
−8 ln2
(
µ
Qτω
)
− 8 ln(r) ln
(
µ
Qτω
)
+ 8 ln(r) ln
( µ
2ω
)
− π
2
3
− 4 ln2(r)
]
= CF
[
−8 ln2
(
µ
Qτω
)
− 8 ln(r) ln
(
µ
Qτω
)
+ 8 ln(r) ln
( µ
2ω
)
− π
2
3
]
− Γ0 ln2(r) . (5.23)
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Indeed, from Appendix C, we have
K¯
(2)
TC(τω, ω, r → 0, µ) = CACF
[
−176
9
ln3
(
µ
Qτω
)
+
(
−88 ln(r)
3
+
8π2
3
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9
)
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3
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3
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9
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)
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3
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3
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− 44π
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3
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)
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3
π2 ln2
(
Qτω
2rω
)
+
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−16ζ3 − 8
3
+
88π2
9
)
ln
(
Qτω
2rω
)
− 682ζ3
9
+
109π4
45
− 1139π
2
54
−1636
81
]
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9
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+
(
32 ln(r)
3
+
160
9
)
ln2
(
µ
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)
+
(
16 ln2(r)
3
+
160 ln(r)
9
− 16π
2
9
+
448
27
)
ln
(
µ
Qτω
)
− 32
3
ln(r) ln2
( µ
2ω
)
+
(
16 ln2(r)
3
− 160 ln(r)
9
+
16π2
9
)
ln
( µ
2ω
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+
(
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3
− 32π
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ln
(
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+
248ζ3
9
+
218π2
27
− 928
81
]
− Γ1 ln2(r) ;
(5.24)
the logarithms of r which cannot be absorbed into the non-global logarithms in the way
suggested by Eq. (5.22) are simply expressed in terms of the O (α2s) coefficient in the
perturbative expansion of the cusp anomalous dimension. Certainly, this structure would
have been difficult, if not impossible, to see if we had insisted that the small r non-global
logarithms have argument τωQ2ω . This supports the conjecture made in reference [13] that
the resummation of the logarithms of r is tied up with the resummation of the logarithms
of τωQ2ω ; the form of Eq. (5.24) suggests that these two classes of potentially large loga-
rithms not controlled by the factorization theorem for jet thrust are naturally intertwined.
However, the presence of the term −Γ1 ln2(r) in Eq. (5.24) signals that there is further
structure in the integrated distribution which remains to be understood. It would be very
interesting to further explore the resummation properties of the ln(r) terms in future work
since, so far, they have not been discussed in the SCET literature.
6. Conclusions
In this work, we completed the study of the soft part of the two-loop integrated jet
thrust distribution begun in reference [13]. In fact, we found it useful to recompute all of
the contributions to the integrated distribution derived in previous work to highlight the
fact that the thrust cone jet algorithm used to define the jet thrust has an associated soft
function with some very appealing theoretical properties. In particular, in the small r limit,
all potentially large logarithms in the two-loop result are straightforwardly obtainable from
either the one-loop result or contributions to known observables defined using the simpler
hemisphere jet algorithm. Remarkably, for the all-in9, in-out, and all-out contributions
9Actually, as was shown in Section 2.2.1, the relation that we derived for the all-in contributions has
nothing to do with the small r limit. In that particular case, the L-loop relation we derived is a simple
consequence of Lorentz covariance and therefore exact.
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Figure 5: Starting at O (α3s), there will be contributions to the τω soft function which simultane-
ously probe all three regions of the final state phase space.
we were even able to generalize the discussion from O (α2s) to O (αLs ) under appropriate
assumptions.
At this juncture, one might be tempted to speculate, as was done in reference [13], that,
for sufficiently small r, all contributions to the soft part of the integrated τω distribution at
all loop orders are straightforwardly obtainable from lower-loop contributions, related to
contributions to hemisphere observables in a simple way, or power-suppressed. However,
we find it by no means obvious that such a simple picture should hold. Rather, our success
at two loops is most probably related to the fact that, at O (α2s), only two of the three
regions of the final state phase space are simultaneously accessible. At three-loop order
and beyond, it is possible to simultaneously probe all three regions of the final state phase
space with soft radiation and there is no natural reason to expect contributions to the τω
soft function such as the one depicted in Figure 5 to be power-suppressed in the small r
limit. This is unfortunate since it was shown in [13] that, at two-loop order, a small r
approximation to the full result based on the integrated hemisphere soft function works
surprising well for realistic values of the jet cone size.
Another speculation made in reference [13] (see e.g. Eqs. (5.16) and (6.1) of that
work) was that all of the large logarithms of r in the small r limit are intertwined with the
non-global logarithms. In other words, it was shown that the potentially large logarithms
in the small r limit not controlled by the factorization theorem for jet thrust have the form
CACF
(
−8
3
π2 ln2
(
Qτω
2rω
)
+
(
−16ζ3 − 8
3
+
88π2
9
)
ln
(
Qτω
2rω
))
+CFnfTF
(
16
3
− 32π
2
9
)
ln
(
Qτω
2rω
)
+ f(r) (6.1)
and it was suggested that the function f(r) might be identically zero. In Section 5.2 it was
shown that, actually,
f(r) = CACF
(
4π2
3
− 268
9
)
ln2(r) + CFnfTF
80
9
ln2(r) (6.2)
= −Γ1 ln2(r) , (6.3)
where Γ1 is the O
(
α2s
)
coefficient in the perturbative expansion of the cusp anomalous
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dimension. It is curious to note that this follows the pattern of the one-loop result,
K
(1)
TC(τω, ω, r → 0, µ) =
CF
(
−8 ln2
(
µ
Qτω
)
− 8 ln(r) ln
(
µ
Qτω
)
+ 8 ln(r) ln
( µ
2ω
)
− π
2
3
)
− Γ0 ln2(r) . (6.4)
If this pattern generalizes to higher loop orders, the ln(r) terms would not necessarily
complicate the problem of non-global logarithm resummation. Rather, the situation could
then be comparable to the case of the integrated doubly differential dijet invariant mass
distribution defined using a hemisphere jet algorithm (see [21]).
One point worth emphasizing concerns the techniques employed in our calculation and
their potential application to future problems. In earlier work, it was pointed out that an
analytical understanding of the non-global logarithms which arise in the integrated hemi-
sphere soft function beyond the two-loop level is an important outstanding problem. In this
paper, we employed dedicated integration routines and an extension of the coproduct cal-
culus for multiple polylogarithms. We extended these methods to cover not only standard
multivariate multiple polylogarithms, but also generalized univariate multiple polyloga-
rithms with analytical structures beyond what have been discussed in the literature so far.
An important feature of our formalism, discussed in Section 3, is that it allowed us to carry
out our calculation in a highly automated way. We anticipate it will be useful both for the
computation of the leading three-loop non-global logarithms and in other contexts.
Of course, it may well be the case that further technical progress needs to be made
in order to compute the remaining terms in the integrated hemisphere soft function at
O (α3s). At first sight, it may not be obvious that one would learn anything new from
such a calculation. However, there is at least one reason why such a computation might
be useful. Let us begin by discussing the factorization theorem for jet thrust since that
was the focus of the present paper. In reference [16], it was made clear that, in order to
predict the potentially large logarithms of µτωQ and
µ
2ω in the soft part of the integrated jet
thrust distribution at two-loop order, one must fix not one, but two matching coefficients
at one-loop order, c
(1)
in and c
(1)
out. Even at one-loop, it is not entirely clear a priori what
choice one should make. In fact, it turns out that one can first choose c
(1)
out to be exactly
the scale-independent part of the out-of-jet contribution to the soft part of the integrated
distribution and then choose c
(1)
in such that the soft part of the complete one-loop integrated
distribution is correctly reproduced. Unfortunately, it is even less clear what one should
do with the matching coefficients at O (α2s) because, starting at two-loop order, one also
has in-out contributions. Therefore, it would be of interest to obtain at least the scale-
dependent part of the three-loop integrated hemisphere soft function since we expect that
similar ambiguities ought to arise in that case as well. Such a calculation would help
clarify to what extent resummation beyond the next-to-leading logarithms is possible for
exclusive event shape observables. Quite apart from the specific applications discussed in
this paper, it would certainly be of interest to develop more general computational methods
for multi-scale problems and we hope to return to this subject in the future as well.
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A. Analytic Expressions for ΛCA(x, r) and Λnf (x, r)
For the CACF color structure we have
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. (A.2)
These functions are straightforwardly related to the functions χCA(x, r) and χnf (x, r)
defined in reference [13]. The difference between the Λ and χ functions is that ΛCA(x, r)
and Λnf (x, r) are free of terms which depend on r but not x.
B. Individual Contributions to the Exact Result
In this appendix, we give the individual contributions to the finite part of the integrated
τω distributions in terms of G functions. We choose to split logarithms of µ, Q, τω or ω
according to the presentation of [13] and use the symbol K¯TC to denote the finite part of
KTC .
From Eq. (2.14) we obtain by expanding in ǫ
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From Eq. (2.15) we obtain by expanding in ǫ
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From Eq. (2.16) we obtain by expanding in ǫ
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From Eq. (2.17) we obtain by expanding in ǫ
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where we employ the package HypExp 2 [71, 72] for expansions of the 2F1 functions. From
Eq. (2.18) we obtain by expanding in ǫ
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From Eq. (2.25) we obtain with the methods of Section 3
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From Eq. (2.32) we obtain with the methods of Section 3
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+336G(0, 0, 0, 1; r) + 96G(0, 0, 1, 1; r) + 64G(0, 1, 1, 1; r) − 8
3
G(−1; r)− 1072
9
G(0,−1; r)
+
88ζ3
3
+
34π4
45
− 268π
2
27
− 32
9
+ ΛCA
(
Qτω
2ω
, r
)]
+CFnfTF
[(
128r2G(0; r)
3 (r2 − 1)2 +
128
3
G(−1; r)G(0; r) + 128
3
G(0; r)G(1; r) − 256
3
G(0,−1; r)
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3
G(0, 1; r) − 32
(
r2 + 1
)
3 (r2 − 1) −
64π2
9
)
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( µ
2ω
)
− 32
3
G(0; r)G(−1; r)2 + 64
3
G(0; r)2
×G(−1; r)− 256
9
G(0; r)G(−1; r) − 64
3
G(0; r)G(1; r)G(−1; r) + 64
3
G(0,−1; r)G(−1; r)
+
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3
G(0, 1; r)G(−1; r) + 16
3
G(−1; r) − 32
3
G(0; r)G(1; r)2 − 32
9
π2G(0; r) +
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3
G(0; r)
– 44 –
+
64
3
G(0; r)2G(1; r) − 256
9
G(0; r)G(1; r) +
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3
G(1; r) +
1
(r + 1)2
(
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3
G(0; r)2
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3
G(−1; r)G(0; r) − 16
3
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)
+
1
(1− r)2
(
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3
G(0; r)2
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3
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3
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8
9
G(0; r)
)
+
1
1− r
(
−16
3
G(0; r)2
+
16
3
G(−1; r)G(0; r) + 16
3
G(1; r)G(0; r) − 104
9
G(0; r)− 16
3
G(−1; r) − 16
3
G(1; r) +
8
9
)
+
1
r + 1
(
−16
3
G(0; r)2 +
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3
G(−1; r)G(0; r) + 16
3
G(1; r)G(0; r) +
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9
G(0; r)
−16
3
G(−1; r) − 16
3
G(1; r) − 184
9
)
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3
G(0; r)G(0,−1; r) + 512
9
G(0,−1; r)
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3
G(0; r)G(0, 1; r) +
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9
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3
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3
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+
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3
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3
G(0, 1, 1; r) − 32ζ3
3
+
128π2
27
+
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9
+Λnf
(
Qτω
2ω
, r
)]
, (B.7)
where ΛCA (x, r) and Λnf (x, r) are defined in Appendix A. Finally, from Eq. (2.35) we
obtain with the methods of Section 3
K¯
all−out (2)
TC (τω, ω, r, µ) = CACF
[
128
3
G(0; r) ln3
( µ
2ω
)
+
(
−32G(0; r)2 + 176
3
G(0; r)
+64G(0,−1; r) − 64G(0, 1; r) − 16π2
)
ln2
( µ
2ω
)
+
(
32
3
G(0; r)3 − 88
3
G(0; r)2
+
176
3
G(−1; r)G(0; r) + 176
3
G(1; r)G(0; r) − 32G(0,−1; r)G(0; r) + 32G(0, 1; r)G(0; r)
+
32r2G(0; r)
3 (r2 − 1)2 −
16
3
π2G(0; r) +
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9
G(0; r) +
8r2 + 8
3− 3r2 −
352
3
G(0, 1; r) + 64G(0,−1,−1; r)
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3
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3
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3
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3
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3
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3
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8
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3
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(
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9
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1
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3
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+
4
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. (B.8)
C. Known One- and Two-Loop Results
The hard function, H(Q2, µ), is related to the finite part of the time-like quark-
antiquark form factor normalized to one at tree level. To two-loop accuracy, H(Q2, µ)
is given by
H(Q2, µ) = 1 + CF
[
−2 ln2
(
µ2
Q2
)
− 6 ln
(
µ2
Q2
)
+
7π2
3
− 16
] (αs
4π
)
+
{
C2F
[
2 ln4
(
µ2
Q2
)
+ 12 ln3
(
µ2
Q2
)
+
(
50− 14π
2
3
)
ln2
(
µ2
Q2
)
+
(
93− 10π2 − 48ζ3
)
ln
(
µ2
Q2
)
− 60ζ3 + 67π
4
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− 83π
2
3
+
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4
]
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−22
9
ln3
(
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Q2
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+
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2π2
3
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+
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− 2545
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Q2
)
+
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9
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45
+
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− 51157
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]
+CFnfTF
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8
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ln3
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Q2
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+
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9
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Q2
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+
(
−16π
2
9
+
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27
)
ln
(
µ2
Q2
)
+
8ζ3
9
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2
27
+
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81
]}(αs
4π
)2
+O (α3s) . (C.1)
Although this result was derived long ago [25, 26, 27], reference [20] presents the one- and
two-loop results in a way which makes the validation of Eq. (C.1) particularly straightfor-
ward.
To two-loop accuracy, the finite part of the fully-inclusive integrated jet function is
given by
j(q2, µ) = 1 + CF
[
2 ln2
(
µ2
q2
)
+ 3 ln
(
µ2
q2
)
− π2 + 7
] (αs
4π
)
+
{
C2F
[
2 ln4
(
µ2
q2
)
+ 6 ln3
(
µ2
q2
)
+
(
37
2
− 10π
2
3
)
ln2
(
µ2
q2
)
+
(
8ζ3 − 7π2 + 45
2
)
ln
(
µ2
q2
)
− 18ζ3 + 14π
4
15
− 67π
2
6
+
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8
]
+CACF
[
22
9
ln3
(
µ2
q2
)
+
(
367
18
− 2π
2
3
)
ln2
(
µ2
q2
)
+
(
−40ζ3 − 22π
2
9
+
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54
)
ln
(
µ2
q2
)
− 206ζ3
9
− 17π
4
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− 208π
2
27
+
53129
648
]
– 47 –
+CFnfTF
[
−8
9
ln3
(
µ2
q2
)
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9
ln2
(
µ2
q2
)
+
(
8π2
9
− 494
27
)
ln
(
µ2
q2
)
+
16ζ3
9
+
68π2
27
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]}(αs
4π
)2
+O (α3s) . (C.2)
This result can be derived by starting with the expression for the bare two-loop integrated
jet function, j(q2, µ), given in reference [28]. As mentioned in the introduction, the thrust
cone jet function essentially reduces to the fully-inclusive jet function in the limit of small
τω and ω/Q where the event shape distribution factorizes. It is worth emphasizing that
this is why it is the fully-inclusive jet function that appears in factorization formula (1.2).
Finally, to two-loop accuracy, the cusp anomalous dimension is [73]
Γ = Γ0
(αs
4π
)
+ Γ1
(αs
4π
)2
+O (α3s) , (C.3)
where
Γ0 = 4CF , (C.4)
Γ1 =
(
−4π
2
3
+
268
9
)
CACF − 80
9
CFnfTF . (C.5)
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